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COMPARISOIV OF AUTOMA!CIC CONTROL SYSTEMS*
. . By W. Oppelt
l
SUMMARY
This report deals with a reclprooal comparison of an
automatic prassure control, an automattc rpm control, an
automatio temperature oontrol, and an au%omattc directional
oontrol. It shows the difference between the ‘faultproofH
regulator and the actual rggulator whloh is subjeot to
. faults, and develqps this difference as far as possible in
a parallel manner with reqard to the control systems un-
der consideration.. Such an analysis affords, particularly
in its extension to the faults df the actual requlator, a
deep Insiqht into the mechanism of the regulator process:
for this purpose, certain important, practical cases re-
quire only cursory treatment, while others of less impor-
tance must bet explained.
The results of the comparison of these four”arranqe-
ments, even at the same steps in the consideration, are
quite different from ono another, since the systems to be
requlated man$fest differences. Differentiation between
direct and indireot control iS Shown to be unnecessary for
this analysts,
I19TEODUCTIOlV
This comparison of different control “systems Is unlike
that of other similar r“eports, to the extent that the treat-
ment proceeds in Strictly parallel ma”nner and finds its
Justlflcatioa in the deep insiqht afforded of the =echan-
Iem of the control process. It indicates the differences
and common actions of different control problems: it indi-.
cakes to what extent and with what modifications the restits
obtained on one component system can he generalized and
transferred, and so qlve the practioal engineer the means
for a qul~k grasp of dissimilar control systems, so as to
make the oorrect selection ana appraige an~ modifications
nocessmya
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*“Verqleichende Betraohtung versehledtmier Re elaufqaben
ihlnsichtlich der geeigneten Eeqelgesetsm ssigkelt.n
Luftfahrtforschung, vol. 16, no. 8, Au~ust 20, 1939,
pp. 447-472,
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TO achie~e these resqlts, ‘mathematical representation
is unavoidable, but the-results are so explained as to make
their realization physi.call~ comprehensible. With this In
view, the behavior of.:the .nrequlating ..syetem” is presentc3d
first . On tho other hand, the “governinq principle” Is
establishoa which st~tes how the deflection OS the control
link is rola~od to the state of the roqulating system.
The combination of koth ~ives the behavtor of the llroqu-
latod system.11 This reduce-s the’ problem to IIcontrol with
faultproof ro%ulctor.11 Sutaoquent troatmont shows tho ef-
fects of instrumental dofocts of tho ‘Iactucl” roqulator.
The most essential results are derived from an analysis of
the continuous control; a stu&~ of the extreme transitions
,affords indications and concl~stons for intormittont “con-
trol systomso ..Presentation.in tables assures m clonr nqd
convontent eo.mparison. The dia%rcmnatic cketcL of q requ- .
late?. systen.a.nd the.chosen tor~s aro ~hown in fi%ur.a 1.
.. The re~ulator &.scertains wath i~s Ildotectorli tho stnto
.of the roqula,ting system nnd adjusts its control li”hk.. ThE)
detector gtvos.the nrdor to .tho wnpllfior. Tho constnnt
s~~tc~..:~ t~~ cnpltficr connocts a= external auxiliar~
powor supply n.nd.so actuates tho machine. Tho nachino ad-
justs tho control link. Ca tha direct ..rowdator tho ad-
justinq Zorco of tho detector iteolf oufficocI to adjust
,. tho control Ilnk without tho ald of.r.n auxiliary forcot
but ~ot OP tho i=diroct .roguln$c,r..
!l!he.Tequlatinq ppoblcm can ho’ divided Into twg parts:
. . ono, the findlnq of a s-iitablo govorninq principle, tho
solutlon of which roquiros a knowlod~o of, tho roqulatinq
system: tho second roquixos t-no instru,nontal realization
of the ostahllshod. ;ovornikg priaciplo, a problom for tho
re;ulator ~osi~n export.
-The atterlptg: to. establish a qoverniuq ~rinciple for the
requlator. to.followm fall.: f~rs+, ia the tietormi.natioa of
the behav~or of. the re~ulat.inq cystom: secondl~, in tho ac-
tual search for an adequate princlpl”e to whioh, tiirdly,
the ~tu~ of tho com~j.nod ac~.ion of tho ro%ulatinq syston
and the ~ovorninq principle nuct. contribute.
. .
.. .
1. ATTITUDZ OF TEE IUJGU34.TZHG SYS~EE
.,
. .
Tho idontifi&tlon of tho stato of the roqulatin% sys-
tem nocessitatos the foilo~ia~ quantities:
. . ..
. .
. .
.. . . .
. .
. .
.. .
1.
.
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“ The contidol link setting, ~;
. . .
.. The “d@ja”r%ure’”-v“’ of the tiytiteiufrom the theoret-
ical utate and, if n6ce0aary, its. time rate-
derivat%ves;
An.interference quantity ~ “which affords an indi-
cation for an outside distur’banoe of the equl-
“ ltbrium” of the system.
.
Scale and s“oale coefficients of these quantities are
read off late% from the equations of the requlatinq sys-
tem.
Since a ~eri?ectly exact representation of the behav-
ior of the requlatinq system is qenorally not possible,
approximations are rosortod to which emhrmce its charac-
teristic behavior and afford sufficient accuracy for the
ranqe of small vii).ration~. Out of the multitude of
spheres OF application of control systems, there are es-
sentially four dissimilar types, whose attitudes are ex-
pressed by four differential equations of the followin~
basic form:
const $+q).~ (1)
const 4 =11 (2)
con~t ~ + const ~ +“~ = 11 (3)
const v + const $ =fl (4)
Of these four systems, the first appears principally on
the pressure requlator, the second on the speed regulator,
the third on the temperature regulator, and the fourth
on the automatic .directional control.
a) Pressure Eegulator
A typical case of pressure control is shown in fiS-
ure 2a. By way” of a throttle -,D1, which represents the
control link, the pressure medium enters chamber R in
wh~ch the pressure”is.to” be regulated. From chamber R
the pressure medium is discharqgd by way of a fixed, ad-
justable throttle Da.
Under assumedly constant effects otherwise the s~stem
has, in the state of equilibrium, the tendency to ad~ust a
certain pressure to eaoh settlnq of the control link DI l
1- - -— ..- . . .—.- —-
“\ !
-. .. .-
i:
!~
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?he system thereforedlsposes to some extent of a natural
resqtting ability, som~times oalled ‘self-re%ulationfl
(cf., for instance, Th. Stein: Selbstre3elung l... Z.V.D_IO,
=01, 72, 1928, p, 165). Thq mechanism df this process op-
erates by way of the flow volume of the pressure medium.
A pressure drop corresponding to this volume occurs at the
two- throttling points.
A chanqe in throttlq D1 ohanqes the pressure drop
at that point; the equilibrium is then no longer possible
by the same flow volume. But a change in volume necessa-
rily implies a chaage in-pressure on the fixed throttle
Da and hence of the regulating preseure. halytical study
(reference l)ehows that the resulting stationary pressure
~ is proportional to the adjustment ~.
ql.-~ (la)
If, however, the system is not in equilibrium, the momen-
tary Mfferbnoe in flow volume at throttles Ill and Da is
equalized by the accumulator effect of tho intermediate
space. This accumulator ability may, for instance, lie in
the nature of tho opaco (if a pressuro chamber or tho like
adjoins this space, fig. 2b), or it may lie in the natUrO
of the pressure uodium (as, for example, in the compressi-
bility of qases). This accumulator ability signifies a
qradual assimilation to the state of equilibrium. The rate
at which the system ten~s toward equilibrium is propor-
tional to the departure from it, which is expressed by an
extension of equation (~a) to the form (reference 1):
(lb)
where Tal is a constant which represents an indication
for this rate. Constant Tal -roves to he dependent on
the loadin% z of the system. l?ecessarilv, pressure and
volume are coupled in the pressure-regulatin% system. For
definite identification of the state, both pressure and
volume should be indioated. However, eince the behavtor
of the volume is singularly dependent upon the behavior of
the pressure so long as no changes are effected in the
volume adjustment of the requlatinq s“ystem, the nmount of
the preesure difference cp and a quantity z are suffi-
cient. Quantity s Indicates the settin% which the vol=
ume adjustment assumes (for inetance, through throttle
DE). It Is designated as ‘load z“; “heavy load z“ denotos
..
-1
n—-” ‘- ‘--”- -
-.
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. .
suoh an adjustmoqt (qroat openinq 0$ .throttlo Da) on tho
..-.
.roguIR$$ng sy.st& to whiofi a ~it!nt flow volumo I)eloa%s.
.
By inoreasin3 ‘lo~-~”’z-’-the”proportioriate flquantity”of the
accumulator volume decreases.” This becomes readil~ appar-
ent when the qreat throttle openlnqs under heavy load z
are divided tnto several sqall oaes with corresponding
accumulator volumes and then oampared w~t”h the oonolt”ions
under liqht load z (ft?.-.2c).
On the other hand, the effect of the bontrol link D1
on the pressure is aleo dependent on the volume, is. , on
load z. BY great flow volume the pre~sure drop at D1
Itnelfn is aorresnondinqly qreater. Both the effective
accumulator volum~
show themselves to
which leads to the
and th”e effect l’1 of the control link,
be Inversely proportional to load z,
following equatton (reference l)C
.(1C)
or, after rewriting, to:
Ta$ + EqI = l’1 (ld )
where Ta is a system conata.nt.a Outside disturbances
such as changes in the preliminary pressure before throt-
tle DI or in the preesure behind throttle Da shift the
equilibrium position and are accounted for by an interfer-
ence quantity C*
Herewith the eqtiation for the behavior of the pres-
sure regulating system takes the form
Ta$+z~=T+g (1)
where Ta is a eystem- constant, whioh Is an indication-
for the time in which equilibrium is established after a
disturbance. Ta is usually termed the ‘starting time
Ta.li..The ‘Iload 5H is a measure for the volume adjustment.
%) TAe rpm Re~ulator far Prine Movers
The’ prime movers fall into two gr~ups:. those tn which
the torque is largely dependent upon the settin~ of the
oontrol llnk and those in. which the torque is, in addition,
depende~t upon the rpm iteelf.
-.—
.. .-— —.—. — . .
I
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The first group follows the law- (reference 2):
Ma-m .
The torque is, in part. abs~rbed by the driven enqine; the
rest is taken from the kinetic energy of the moved”masses
or absor~ed by it, hence this latter part serbes for a
change C4 of the rpm. Eerewith
(2a)
-~+ Tar$=ll (2)
Quantity Ta is aqain a ‘1startinq time” : it qives an ind-
ication for the rate of change of the rpm by control-link
ad~ustment . The steam enqine is a typical example of the
first group of prime movors; the d~rect-current, shunt-
wound motor, of the other.
Its field being kept constant, its torquo is solely
dopendont on the armature current i which, accordinq to
tho ohmic law, depends upon the drivinq voltnqo and tho
armature resistance, R. The driving volta%o COnSiS*S Of
the terminal voltage 10SS the dynamo effect of the rotat-
inq armature In tho field. Since the field is constant,
- this dynamo effect is proportional to the rpm CP of the
motor:
i
.E- const ~
————
- ~d
R
which, with equation (2a) qives:
Md .J!i ~
‘“%od+M~=-g+TaO 3-cOnst R
or, since the terminal
. link here:
RTa@+
voltaqe E represents the control
const g = ?l+R~
or, with diff6rent scale units,
‘Se $+g.= lle+ te (2b)
1
. ... .. ... ...,. ——.— — -—
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This equation (25), beprosentin% the~behav~or -of “the Prine .
-. notier of the second qroup, thorefo~q-..oorrosionds to equa-
tion (“1) of the pressure-roq&atin,3 e“y~te~ u~do%-cotihtant
load x, so will not” be treated oeparatoly in tllo follOw-
in~. Its hoha~ior appears here uqdor tho concept “pressure
roqulator.”
c) Temporaturo Requlator .
So lon~. as tho control link does not i-nterToao, tho be-
havior of the tonporature-re~ulating s~ston follows a rola-
tion sinilar to equation (1) of the pro~sure-re~ula~in~ sys-
ton. (reforonor3 3):
,
‘+~=cTa P (3a)..
Aqain t]le relation of volume of heat flow to temperature
difference, which explains the presenae of term Cp, forms
a state of equilibrium. Enerqy accumulators exist her?
also (heat accumulator abilit~ of.walls~ etc.), which ne-
cessitates a steady approach to the equilibrium state and
explains the presence of term Ta$ . The startinq prooess
in thts instance is not affected under lomd, the same sPe-
cific accumulator volume being alwaFs availabl~t
Tho contest %otwoon volume-of-heat Input and heat 7o1-
ume required in the procoss, transpires within the term
C of oquo,tion (3n): the rermiriin4 O chan%es tho temper-
ature state ,q of the system until oquilllmium exists (.lnr
way of the outwardly discharqod hoot volume, which ie Pro-
nortiorial to Q) l The term C therefore can be divided
“into a pkrt ~.-eorrospondihq
and a part ~ representing a
. heat input:
h Ta~+@=
In this caso the term T
with the control link setting
foroncos existing botwoon tho
to the heat ~olumo utillzod
measure for tho ~olume of
~+~ (3b)
cannot bo directly tied In .
Tl.%ecause of the timo dif-
accumulator ability of the
thermal masses and those-which mre oxpreesed %Y R differ-
ent equation (3c) (reference 3):
. ..
. . .
.,
. . (3C)
T is equation siqnifies that in the stationary state
#(- = O) each qontrol link position’. m tlefi~es a certain
.
.. .-.
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enerqy tnput
~. But as long as this state has not been
reached, a-part of the released, enerqy serves to bring”
the accumulator masses in the energy flow path to the new
state (!CV n). The time constant Tv is designated as the
“deceleration time !CV.U
Combininq (3b) and (3c) gives the behavior of the
temperature-requlated system, equation (3).
TvTa;+(Tv+Ta);+qI E~+~+Tv~ (3)
This equation (3) indicates that a dlsturbanco of the state
of equilihrlum acts differently, accordinq to whotiher the
disturbance arrives from tho consumer side (~) or from
the energy input side (T)b EollowinT a sudden change of
control link position ~, the state CP of the requlatinq
system approaches the new equilibrium position after .a
damped harmonic oscillation. On the s’ated ?remises, the
damping of this process is always superi4periodic.* By a
disturbance from the consumer Sidb (for instance, on re-
moval of bread from an oven), however, the system does not
follow a superaperiodic oscillation, but a simple aperiod-
ic dampinq notion (differential equation of the first or-
der (3b)) into the new equi~ibril.lm position** because the
vibration susce~tible deceleration in the energy input
path does not then become effective.
t) Au~omatic Directional Control
In the systems, denlt with so far, only the roqulating
quantity and its first-time derivatlvd were concerned. ex-
cept in the temperature re~ulator, where the second deriv-
ative occurred: but it was still so far in the back~round
comparod to the first as to mak~ it insufficient for bring-
ing the system out of the superaperiodic state.
*The proof is as follows: The dampinq of the
1TV+T4
process accordinq to (3) is: .D ‘= -
2 fiv~a”
!1 + % + 2,
Ta Tv
which is alwnys qreater than 4:
oscillation
%
whence 4D =
hence D ifl
always qreater than 1, i~o., always superaperiodic.
**This nrocess is more readily apparent wit
i
(3b) than equa-
tion (?3, because o: the interruption for due to the
abrupt changes of f= “
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.
In the automatic directional control, however, the””
effect, of the second derivative predominates as expres-
*SiOri“of”-the kin~ti~” en~’r~y FHi-Cfi”Can he “ac~mulated throuqh
the mom&nt of i,nerti”a of the vehicle.
.The forces of inertia are opposed by the moments ex-
erted ‘Dy an “adjustment of the control link (here, of “the
rudder) ,as”.well as %y the moments which correspond to the
rate of rotation of the craft. ‘The latter are created bY
the IIdampinqll which the craft undergoes in its surround-
ing medium. Hence (reference 4):
Inertia moment x an~ular velocity = effective moment
(4a)
..
J Cp= const $ + const~~
or, rewritten as
...$0+ M += ~ ~ (4%)
N denotes a constant for the rudder effectiveness; in it
are contained the speed of the airplane, the size of the
rudder area, the distance of the rudder from the center
of ?ravity of the craft, the reciprocal value of inertia
moment of t-he craft , and a factor takin% account of the
form of the rudder. Quantity M gives an indication of
the dampinq capacity of the craft; in it enters the recip-
rocal value of the inertia moment of the craft, the path
velocity, and a factor takinq the form of the craft into
account . Outside influences disturbing the state of equi-
librium are again expressed by an interference quantit:? ~ :
in which form equation (.4) characterizes the %ehavior of
a craft. It thus holds for the automatic control of
ships, airships, and the directional control of airplanes
because for these cases the cycle of the forces comprised
in equation (4) is the most essential of the problem.
The characteristic differences of these four requla%
itl~ systems follolving an abrupt adjustment of the control
link from ma. to 11~, are exemplified in table 1.
The pressure-requlatinq system is in equilibrium
‘&
Va = ~– at control link setting ~a. On adjustment ta
— —. .—
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llb,“ the state .”-qY “of tie s~stern”appholzches the new state
of e~uillbr”ium “~ = n@.. acc”o.rding”tioan e function.
. .
The time” constant of this “e function is snail by hea~
load z, hence the system reaches its new attitude more
quickly by heavy, than by liqht. load. z. Moreover, the
equilibrium chanqe ~ - Ta. under light load z is $reat-
er than %.y-heavy lokd, despite equal control-link adjust-
ment . Under z“ero”load the new state of equilibrium is in-
finitely remote; the e function has degenerated In a
straight llne.
The rpm re~ulatinq s~stem is in a constant state of
change @a = ?a/Ta . during the control-link setting ‘fla.
On chanqin~ the setting
~b;” it abruptly assumes the new
rate of change ~ = l$D/Ta. The rpm regulating system
therefore acts like the pressure-regulating system under
~ero load: all processes of the rpm requlator then follow
from corresponding ones of the pressure requlator through
.the.limit tr~sition 5s+0.
The temperature-regulated system is, during control-
ling setting ~a in a settln~ q)a = ‘ha and reaches, af-
ter adjustment to h, the new position ~ after a
superaperiodic oscillation.
Suppose the requlatinq system of the automatic direc-
tional control accomplishes a coristant chanqe @a = N ha/M
of its state during control-link setting ~a. It reaches,
after adjustment to
~b , its new rate of chanqe @b ‘
N ~/M, accordinq to a transition cu-rve.
2? APPROPRI~TEl GOVERNING PRINCIPLE
The %overninq prl.nciple characterizes the action of
the regulator. It expresses the relation of the regula-
tors between the phase quantities of the requlatlng svs-
tem and the control-link setting.
For the problems in question, “several principles have
been evolved empirically. They are:
-n =aCp (5)
-— — —.
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-,,- . . . . -n= - “ay.+o~pdt (6)
.. r-,-.-., -.
!l!heseprinciples proceed from two critical points.
Once, -ll=a~, the contrcl-llnk settlnq 11 18 made pro-
portional to the “departure 9 from the theoretical state
cf the requlatinq .systen. That is, every departure ~
defines a certain control-link eettinq T, which tries to
renove this &eparture. In the second case, - V =
.
c J p dt, ever.v dgparture froc the theoretical state de-
fines a certain rate of chaa+e i of the contrcl-link de-
flection, because the principle - TI= Cfcpat implies
Jl=c% Here the control link ia continucuely in mo-
tion so long as the theoretical otate has not %een reached.
Lastly, they are used in combination, - ~ = ~ 9+ c f q at,
Occasionally the first (and second) time derivative of 9
Is employed in order to nchieve certain actions:
-n= ap+b~ (8a)
-m’= aq+ b ~+ c f cp dt (8b)
The minus si~n before
~ indicates that the control-link
settin% T opposes the departure T of the state: i.eti,
tries to elininate it.
Regulators, according to principle (5), - n = a cp,
nay ‘oe termed Ilrequlators with conjugate settinq,n because
every departure ~ defines a conjugate control-link set-
ting ~.
Regulators, according to the principle (7), - q =
C f ~ dt, may be termqd ‘~requlators with conjuqate running
speed,” %&cause each departure ~
h
defines one running
speed of the control link.
..,,-—. ,—.— , .——.- ,,.. , , .,. —— —.. ....—. —
---- —
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Eequlators embodyinq both, - T = & ~+ o J ~ dt, .
belong to no group. The~ are usually (their running speed
.
portion cf~dt beinq mostly small) modified regulators
with oonjuqate setting, the zero position of the con$uqate
setting being shifted by the portion c J ~ at; but they
are also occasionally built up from running-speed regula-
tors by adding the time derivative $ to the departure cp:
i= a~+a~, i.e. , n=a~+c \Cpdt+const
With the action of tho regulator on tho regulating
systems, two aims are pursued: First , a definite state of
the regulating.system is to be preserved; i.e., the regu-
lation in its proper sense. Then, certain Intentional
changes of’ state over the regulator are aimed at, whereby
the requlator removes departures from the plane of these
chan%es - a problem de$iqnated as “.directional control.”
If a timed schedule of change is j.npolved., it is called
“time-table regulation.’l
Equations (5), (6], and (7) contain only the relations
necessary for a requlatfon. For the directional control of
any process, the deflection
~ of the control link is also
made dependent upon another quantity ~ which, if desired,
Is adjustable: tbe neutral setting of the detector is sim-
ply shifted for the corresponding amount.
Herewith, ,equations (5), (6), and (7) become:.
-“n = ~ (We) “ (5a)
(6a)
The constants a, b, and o In equations (5) to (8) indicate
the extent to which the control-link deflection 11 depends
upon the individual Influences. Disclosure of the nature
—— .-
.. ---- ——
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of these influences is deferred to the com”oined-actioh- of
regulator and requlatlng system, althou$h the constants
can already be identified by name: Quantity a ia called
“resettinq effect am because a reset of the control link
proportional to a departure ~ exerts a resettinq moment
.on the re$ulatin% cystem. Quantity b is the ‘dampinq
effect b,!’ wince a control-llnk deflection corresponding
to a rate of chan%e @ of the stnte has a damph~ effect
on the regulating course. Quantity .0 is. the ‘displace-
ment effect c“ beoauee Its action is”, so to say, based
upon @ displacement of the neutral position of the control
link.
Oo”nstants a, ‘b, and c cannot bo arbitrarily select-
.Oa. Limiting conilitions follew from the regulating prooess
with faultproof reqzlator. Other limitations follow from
the errors of the actual requlator.
Neither detector nor control link can arbitrarily ex-
ecute qreat movements. Their ranqe rcust be no chosen that
normal requlatin~ procssses take place within it. Their
lld.ts are, in consequence, without (i.e., outside) the
scope* of the present stu&v.
3, COORDI?TATIOIT (Xl?GOV2XNII?G PRINCIPLE
AND XEGULATIliG SYSTEM
The study of this combined action may be qroupea as
follows:. First, the regulator is assumed to be faultproof
and hence exactly commlies with its qovorning principle
(equation’ to (8);. This case represents the best pcs-
sible state obtainable with the chosen principle; It also
contains bll the.requirements which the regulated system
can satisfy theoroticclly q~d In the qost favorable ease
=ith the chosen principle and the chosen maqnitude of the
aonktants a, b, and c.
Then the regulating process iS analyged with consider-
ation of the error of the actual requlator. The term ller-
. ror” Includes all departures from the purposed %oTernin?
.—— —-——___
—-— —— ------
*The influence of a regulator IS usually expressed in re-
spect to such limits, or with reference to the load limits
of the regulating system which, for example, Introduces
the concept of the so-called lldeqree of nonuniformity.”
-.. —
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principle. These errors can be qroupe(i according to cer-
tain characteristlca.
The mathemattca,l treatment consists of brinqinq equa-
tions (1) to (4) in relation with equations (5) to (8) and
of obtaininq therefrom the equations of the re%ulated SYS-
tem.* The snlution of these equations leads to increas-
in$ or decreasing oscillations and aperiddic motions. The
aperiodic motions, which by concurrent existence of oscilla-
tions represent their median position, are always damping.
Mathematically, this is indicated by the fact that the co-
efficients. of the differential equations are all positive;
physlclllly, it is indicated by the fact that by lonqer de-
partures ~ from the theoretical position, the control
ldnk is ultimately alwaye deflected in the restoring sense.
Should a solution yield oscillations, n concurrently ex-
istent aperiodic motion is ueua,lly secondary, because the
oscillation portiou can in most cases gxceed.n damping
limit and hence lQD& to impractical regulating processes,
while the aperiodic motion is always d,ampinq.
The characteristic quantities of an oscillation are
expressed by the dampinq D and the natural frequency UJeO
Theee values are a~~uned to be known from the pertinent
differential equation.** 1S, in a~dition, inCreaSin% CIS-
cillations are possible by certain settinq of the requla-
tor, the relation for the dampinq limit itself is then
indicated. For the dampinq litiit the oscillations are
then exactl~ undamped pOrmanent oscillations. With q =
sin u)t, the differential equation of the process can be
divideti into two terms with sin an a Cos: These terms
must each, b~ itself, be ~ero, sinco the equation muRt be
valid for o~ch.instant. The result is two equations, from
which the rolatlon for the dampinq limit ie obtained. In
----— ——..——.. -—- ----- —.-— -——————.- --—--—---—- ----—-
*It should be remembered that by positive factors the lin-
ear homo~enoous differential equation of the first order
represents aperiodically vanishing motion forms: that of
the second order, damped qscillat.ion forms of motion; and
that of the thtrd order, increasing oscillation forms of
motton by certain factors,
**Lehr, in Schwingunqstochnik I, llerlin, 1930: usee the
damping criterion D WhiCh, asia~ from convenient analyt-
ical calculation, has the advantago of including the super-
aporiodic case with finite numbers; D = zero damping,
D = 1 aperiodic damping.
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simyle “cases.this procedure 1S usually omitted. The state-
ment of ~ho dampin~ limiht.mind~c.at.e.s.the zone wi~hln which
damping oscillation occurs. For appraising the practical
use of a re~ulating adjustment, tho knowledqo of tho @ro-
ping limit is usually Insufficient: it should also Include
the damping D and the natural frequency We. However,
the aspect ~f the dampin3 limit itself, affords consider-
able iqfodrnntlon on the directj.on in which, the requlatln%
ef?ects must be modified In order to agsure satisfactory
conditions.
For the cl~rlfication of the processes it often
proves expedient either to assume an external Interfering
force, which somehow sets the re~lated system Into per-
manent oscillations, or to selectr the constants a, b,
and c in such a manner as to preserve its state therein, “
and then to analyze the phase position of the control link.
For this case the application of the data from the ~i’bra-
tion theory Is especially convenient.
No specie.1 treatment of the swinqinq-in processes is
attempted. For the typical case of abrupt chan~e of state
(for instance, P. disturhr..nce ~, or n Mrectional control
C3S the time constnnt K is sufficient (In processes fol-
lowin~ a differential gquatj.on of the first order), or the
dnmplnq D and natural frequency
~ (processes OX- “
pressed ‘oy a differenti:~l equc.tion of tho second order).
Processes expressed IJy a differential equation of the third
order then manifest swinqfnq-in processos by which the os-
cillation is formed shout n dampinq e-function. This e-
function is so placed in relation to the new state of
equilibrium that the dg~arturgs gxistinq without them are
even increased at first. This behavior has Its physical
cause in the appdar~nce of C, laqginq phase displacement on
the control link: for instance (as explained later on),
. throuqh the portion cJ~at of the governing principle
or the Ilinertia all of the requlator, in Consequence of
which the state is forced beyond the new state of equillb-
rium. If, instead of an abrupt change in theoretical
state , an arbitrary interference function with respect to
time is invol~ed, that of itself necessitates a separate
analysis of the sw,inqinq-in action.
,
The graphical representation iS made-with a view to
the most essential control influence, i-e., of the re- .
setti.n% effect a. By aperiodic motioas their time con-
— -—mm -mm Inmn --m-m n n mm n nnn —- —— . ...--., ---
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stant K, by damped oscillations their damping D ln”re-
lation to the reset t~nq effect a is presented. If the
requlatinq course indicates a damping limit, the over-
s“topping of wb.ich is followed by increasing. oscillations
of state cp, then this damping limit is presented, and the
resettinq effect a plotted as dependent quantity: for it
must then be so chosen in relrttion to other quantities.
thr.t tho rogulatinq course remains with:n tho dampinq lin-
Itm The damped zore is emphasized by hotchin%. For the .
principle - T = C J ~ dt, tho displacement effect c sub-
stitutes for the resetting effect a. “Thile dealing with
the individual cnges, *ho agponded qrhphical representa-
tion should bo consulted. No spocinl reference is mado in
t-ho text.
.. a) Faultproof Ro?ulator
The combined action of qovernlnq principle and re%u-
latin~ system for the ~?.fferent controls is now analyzed
and the results compared.
.a) Pressure Requiator
of the pertinent %roups of equations
p~gul-t~~ ~-stcm
—a -—.—
Ta$+(z+a)cp=~-ac (9)
The factor ~ z appearinq in equations (9) to (11) of
the re%ulated system indicntes that all re~ulatinq proc-
esses on the pressure re~ulator differ under different
load z.
Tho use of a requlator mith conjuqate setting, - n =
a (~+ g), .qivee n linear differential equntion of the
first ordor for the roqtilatin% process. It means that af-
ter n sudden chanqo In equilibrium (for instance, due to
transition”to a new theoretical stato by me~ns. of change
of directional control quantity ~, or by a permanent
.
—.. .—
.
—- — —
outside intorforenco !) the now” etate is reached through
o-function. ~,p_o,ttme constant K of this o-function
~~llb%s frorn--~~uation ~9J at:$
. .
K= -Q
g-l-a
.
The now state of equilibrium therefore ie roachod soonor
by short starting times Ta (because then smaller ac-
cumulator volumos naod to be filled), hOavY load “ z. (-oo-
cnuso the involvod accumulator vnlu~es are small, fi!l.
2c), and qreat resottln% offoct a of tho ro%ulator (ho-
cause t-ho requlatnr then oxcr.ts Q qrectt offoct ovon at
smnll departures)~ Because accumulator voluno an~ re%u-
lntor rosottinq offoct romai~a finito timo constant of
tho process renains even by disappearlnq load z = O.
For the requlator with “conjul~nte runninq speed, “il.
Ci(v+g)at, tho regulating procoss is roprosonted by
a linear diffefiontial equation of tb.e second order, It
implies that the regulating process after a disturbance of
ite state takes place in dampsd oscillations. An oscilla-
tion is possible now becnuse of the continued existence of
a control-link setting c Jp at .after a departure ~,
which forces the system beyond its neutral position toward
the other side. The dampinq and fre uency of this oscil-
lation ~rocess follow from equation ?)11 at**
—.—— —- —--- .- ..— ———— —
.-—-
*
-
‘*--
.Equation P = Toe K Inserted in equation (9) qives:
and
.
-~a’$+z+aA—— const Ta ‘whereby K s ——-
“~t’ . ~~+a
“ Poe .
** See footnote, p. 18.
.— —. .-—. — — —— — —. --- .——
—-- ...— . . ..—
. . ..— .. . . --- . .. -.
. .. -—.
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Hence the shorter the startiu~ ttme ..Ta, the better the
dampinq D of the process (since at the then-accelera~ed
processes t>e setting T of the control link has not yet
reached such abnormal values es by gradual movements), the
higher the load z (because then the accurnllator voluzae
involved is onall), ani the snaller iq the requlator dis-
placement effect c, chosen (-oecnuse %hen the displace-
ments of the control link are slight). The nattirnl fre-
quency
‘e Increases with increasing dlsplace~ent effect
c (since it ~s the red czuse of the vibration suscepti-
bility), reduced starting time Ta , and increasing load
~ (for with both, the accumulator volume involved %e-
comes smaller). The natural frequency we ‘~eco~~s zero
when D > 1 (i.e., enters the superaperiodtc zone), as
theoretically must “be the ease b~ every oscillation. By
dlsappearinq load, z = O, the dampin% Itself %ecomes
zero . (Ths accumulator effect of the regulating s~stem
still exists but its Snherent resetting ability is qone.)
Lastlyq the .a~plicatton of tho principle” - n =
** (From p. 17)
Equation (11) T ~+ zb + cql =
%
i-et transformed to
~+~$+~~= -c, corresponds tithe basic equation
a
.“
& +“2D wo~ + Wos~ = const
of a damped oscillation. “This compor~son gives:
2D” We.= -z-
Ta
and Woa = 2
Ta
Lastly, hocause of the relation Woa = Woa (1 - Da) cx-
istinq between the msnumedly. un~nmpod frequency W “ “&d
the actual frequency Wo, the VSIUOS are thoso ci?ed in
the text.
-..
r
. . . .
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(10)), with the char-
lz+a
D=-——
2 m.
The action of the reg~ator prociss aqain approaches the
conditions for con~ugate eettinq. 11’initedamping pre-
vails even by vanishing load z = O (-~ecause of the re-
malnln% resetting effeot of the regulator):.the dampin%
increases with increasing resetttnq effect a (approach
to the aperiodic case of conjuqate settiaq). The damplnq
D in considerable by hiqh load z: 1% ‘oeconos less as the
displacement effect c increases. The dampinq can become
superaporiodlc i: the valuo
= (z + da
c -———
4 Ta
is not reac!led.
A permanent disturbance of the state of equilibrium
(for instaace, by a chanqe In preliminary pressure) siqni-
fies a chanqe la the interference qusntlty
~ b~ At:
hence by conju%nte settia%, tho new state of equilibrium
Is formed only by m departure @ from tho theorotlcal
etatot
hp. -AL
Z+a.
It requires this permanent departure to produce a porma-
nont ndjustmont of tho control orqan, whioh is necessmry
in order to Imlance the porm~.nent disturbance of the oqui- o
ltbrium. It is ob~ious that this departure @ will be
so much less as the acttoa of the regulator (its resettin%
effect) is qreater. It is less also uhder hiqh load z,
beCaUSe then the ~etion of tbe control l~nk on the requlat-
Inq s~stem Is greater. By cohJuqate runninq speed or
-m= a(q)+~)~+o~ (cP”+~) dt, there is no permanent
departure ACP. .The kontrol link is a?.justed until the
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-mtheoretical stat-e-has been r-eac?le-daqain., since the. con:
trol link comes to rest only in tke %heore”ti-cal stats..
A temporary departure occtirs here. also. Mathematically,
this act~o~ manifests itself in tha appearance of its de-
rivative ~ rather thaa in the intarferonce quantit~ it-
self.
A directional “control of the regulator process - that
is, an intentional chan~e of the theoretical state - is
achieved by a chanqe in the directional control quantity
~. If the latter 2s changed .b~ an amount @, the theo-
retical state, b~ conju~r.te settinq,. itself changes to
the amount
Th2s chanqe :S not proportionate - it is less 13y.%reat
load z, despite the equal change At of the directional
control quantity. By %reat load z, this snaller chanye
AQ suffices to re-establish equilibrium, because of tho
qreater inherent resett5cg ability of the requlatinq sys-
tem undo= ?roat load. 3T con:u%ato ruanin% speed, the
chan%e @ of tke theoretical state co~respon~s exactly
to the ad~ustment AL: for the control i~nk stops running
oal~ when the new state CQrrOSpOnd.S exactly to-that pre-
scribed. The saqe holds for - n = a @ + ~)+
trol li~k,by at (caused lrr tie conju%ate setting portion
in the qoverning urlnctple) speedn up the attainment of
the new state. A~ter an abrupt change of the theoretical
state %T directional control, the new state IS reached
conformable to the sminqiaq-in act:on of the regulator.
(14)
I
—. —- .— —.——
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.
. The equations of the rpm rbqulator, (12) to (14) fol-
.- -- low from the equations of the..p.ressure .r,e%ulator, $S) to
(11) , h vanishin% load z.
-.— .
The aetton of the rpm refu-
lator is as that of a pressure requlator W zero load. .
!Che regulator with conju%ate settinq, -11. =a(q+ ~),
a~ain indicates, after a disturbance, an aperiodic ap-
proach to the theoretloal state conformable to an e-func-
tion. Ite time constant is, accordin3 to equation (12):
and becomes infinitely .;reat by vantehtng resetting effect
of the requlator (since the rpm requlatin% syetem has no
Inherent reeettinq a%ility like the preesure-requlatin%
e~stem) .
The regulator with con~uqate runninq speed, -q.
CJ- (q)+ ~) at, shows uadamned oscillations, the requlat-
inq system has no resetting effect of its own, and the ac-
tion of the requlator is undampinq owinq to its la%%inq
phase position. This control system is therefore imprac-
tical.
The natural frequency Of tha undRmped oscillations
followe from equation (14) at
f
w = -c-
Ta
Beinq caueed by the regulator, it increases ae its effect
increases an~ as Ta decreaaes (because of the then- ,
lowered accumulator effect).
aleo reachee tho theoretical state by a damped swingln~-in
process, equation (13), with the characteristic quantities:
“.
.,. ‘e-r% ‘ “
.-
..” . . . .. .
Again the action resomblesm that for copjuqate Sottinq.
!l!hedamyinq increases with ~ncreasin~ resettinq effect a,
decrea~ing displacement pf:?ct c, an”d diminishing% start-
i~g ti~e Ta: the frequency. increases as c and a and
Ta decrease for the same reasons as on the pressure regu-
lator. “ . .
I@ con:ugate setting, a permanent disturbance of the
equilll)rium (by a ch.nnqe O: the torque absorbed by” the
driven machine, for Instance) indicates that the cew state
of equili-orium can onl:,rbe reached by a departure ACp from
the theoretical state
Aq@
Here also the departuro is so much less as the resetting
effect a of the regulator is greater. By conjugate run-
ning speed,’
-n= c J (c?+ g] dt, or - 11=a (CP+ !) +
c~(q+f)dt, there is no lasting departure because the
control lAIIIZrem~,lns at rest only when the theoretical
state prevails.
A directional control of the regulator process,
achieved ‘cy a change of quantity ~, modifies the theoreti-
cal state - by conjuqate setting - to the amount of
This change iS proportionate because the rpm regulatin%
system has no resettinq a%ility of its own. ~ conjuqafe
Imnnin% speed nnd .governinq principle - T = a (P + t) +
cJ(P+c) at, the same occurs.
..
Y) Temperature Requlator
lZere the correspondlag equctlon’s are:
G~lvcrni~~ princinle.—___ ._ ..-— .--— .-
-ll~a(W& )
-T=atP+~)+c~@+Udt
‘ll=C ~ (9+C )dt
— — .--—..-— ..——.—-— .-. ... ..—. . -—— - —.. ... . . .—
——— .——
....—
The use of a regulator with o~njugnte setting, T1.=
...-. .. . a.(~+ t). chanqes the ,inherently superaperiodic vibrato-
ry systen Into one susceptible to periadid vibrations,”
equation (15). The “characteristic quanti.tlos of this os-
cillation nre:* .
J)=%+% 1
JTV Ta..(l + S)
“’==k
.—..
(Tv + Ta)F
.— . .—
m
v -a 4 TV=?
The vibration gueceptibility of thn system is foraed
as follows: On swinqinq through t~e thooret:oe.1 state p,
the requlator adjusts the gettin~ ‘of the coatrol link ex-
actly correct for the theoretical state cp as i3tate of
equ~librlum. But shortly %efore thct, a departure, and
‘hence a different cont~ol-link settlnq, exlste~. Zhi a
other settlnq had effected mn enerqy input at that momont
which did not cor:-ecpond to the equilibrium state. Hom-
ever, o\7in% to the accumulator masses (oauation (fib)) still.
existent on ik.e path of enerq~ flow, this enerqy is telated
and so forces the system te~ond t~e theoretical state aqalas
An increasi~q resettin: tsflfect a a~plifies this action,
which is evifi.enced in risin~ natural frequency We a~d re-
duced dampin$ D. The “latter, however, e.lwnys remains pos-
itive. If one 05 the time constaats Is small, the daapinq
w1ll be ~reat (the system ngproac~es that of the aperiodic
pressure regulator): should OECI of the time constr.nts he
%reat,.the dampln~ will be qre~t P.lSO (becnuse tho dnnping
re~uclag decoler,atinq effect Of the other time constants
J
.s emaLl also). If both time constants are of tho samo
order of.magnltu~e tho dampinq tYill be small, boin~ a mZni-
mum far
On tho ro~lmtor with conJuqato wnlnq speed,
‘As in tho procoding footnoto, tho comparison betwoon equa-
tion (15) and tho basic oquatlon of the damped oscillation,
%Ivos:
and
%
..
=l+.a
‘o
-—
Tv Tn
—.. .— -- -
. .
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-n= ci(~+g)at: on the other hand. the “system is
equally susceptible to iacreasinq oscillations, equation
(17). “.T3is ties in with -tke fact th&t a system suscepti-
ble to vlbrattons receives ener~y throuqh an excitinq
force with a php.se lag of 11/2 heh:nd the deflection.
Here the re%u~ating sys~em is susceptible to superaporiod-
ic vibrations (equation (7)); the excitin~ force with Tr/2
la% is given throuqh the control-link action which, for
tho qovorninq principlci,
-“v= cj(p+~)dt. la%sin
phase by m/2 behind tie state cp of the system. T?ere
ts therefore a limit for the ne.qnitude of displacement ef-
fect c, at the trnnsgressioz of which the re%ulated CJvs-
tem executes increasing oscillations. This it~it folloms
from equation (17) a,t:*
1
c
1
—+—
= Tv Ta
The oscillation froquqncy w existinq at this lltilt is:
.J-
.—
w= c
Ta + Tv
= J&
-———
—-- .—__ ___ ___ ______
*7ith tho :orrul~ ~ = P. sln wt of aa undamped ~scllla-
tion, equc,tlon (17) qivos:
- W3 Tv& ~OOCOS Wt - (T.T+Ta)
‘a~O sin m + -t) COS @ + CTo Sin ~ = ~.+ Tv=~ - C’c;
honco transformed:
l l-,
(~W3 TvTa+w)Cos W +(-( Tv+Ta)Wa+c)eln Wt =
This equation must be applicable for every
c~n 30 the case only iy ‘~oth parentheses -
%ocomon zero. Then,
-@( Tv+Ta)+c=O
hence
m d
w“= -J--- C
Tm Tv ‘Tv+Ta
moment, which
onch for itself -
J .-
.. .
—. ..
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. .
crengcs with increasing startinq time “!Fa, aO well c.s
with increasing -decelera.trion time’ TV, !l!heincrease of
these two time constants” lnplies. a ~rowth of the accumula-
tor masses, hence n-lowering of frequency w, “and conse-
quently, an-increase of the undnmpinq c ~ Cp at, ench semi-
Oscillntionm But even by infin~te tl.me constants, the dis-
placement effect need not 5=11 short of the value l/Ta
or l/Tv in order to assure dmmpinq, because the inherent
resetting ability of the requla”ting system supports n
damped str.te. ..
The use of principle -fl = n(g+g)+c~(~+() dt,
also produces here the best conditions. Admittedly, the
pofisibilit~ of increasing oscillations rennins, but then
the dacpinq lin$t lies at:
The dr.z.pinqlinit is postponed by tho action of the reset-
tlnq effect (beccuse ~f higher frequencies nnd hence, a
proporttonall~ reduced nction of term
. .
A parmanent distur’D&ce of the equillbrim. (for in-
stnnce, opened oven dcor) by con~ugnte settin% indicntee
n new state of eauili~riw thr.t depnrts from the theoreti-
cal stnte. This-departure is.:
,.
for it requires the existence of Just such a departure @
to assure the settinq of the control link needed for the
new stnte of equilibrium. Hero also th~s depcrture is so
Each less as the control action (its resettin% effect a)
is qreater. Zb coaju%ato runni~g speed or - Ti= a (q + ~)
+c~(cp+t)dt, n temporary departure occurs, ns on the
pressure and rpm control.
I
‘ .— —---- —.
——. —.. - - —— ..---—
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A directional control of the regulntor process secured
by a ckn.ge of qunatity ~, ~.lters - hr “conjuqate setting -
-the equlli’brium condition %y
This change is not proportionate, since the re%ulatin%
Srstem has an in~erent resgttlng ability which the direc-
tional control must ov~rcome also. On the running speed
regulator or
-n= a!~+L)+cJ(v+~) dt, the change
A~ of the theoretical etate %s proportional to the change
of the control quantity, because the natural resetting
a%illt~ of the requlatiuq system is ne-atralized bT the ac-
tion of the displ?.cement effect c.
8) Automatic Directione,l Control
The relative equations are as follows:
-Il=a(q+c) &bRP+aW=t-aHt (18)
qhe regulator with conjuqate setti.n?, -~= a(~-1-~),
chanqes t-he vehicle to a system susceptible to vibration.
A mechanical oscillation circuit is formed between the
craft:s Inertia moment and the resettinq action of the req-
ulator. The dampinq follows as dampinq” of the vehiclo in
its surrounii~q neeium: it Is alwars posltlve. Vhe c-aarac-
teristic quantities og the natural oscillation of t’he sys-
tem foilow from equation (18) at:
The natural frequency rises with incensing reqettin% ef-
fect a, and increasing rudder effecti~eness N: the
— —. . . . . . .--—— . .
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- “damping deareases, .as on ever~ osoillatlon circuit.
.,.. ... - . ..{...... ., .+- “-
The use of a requlqto~ with conju~ate &n&nq spe-ed
is out of order here, since %he s~stem executes only ln-
orensln3 oscillations, ns seon”from equation (20). With
tp = e=t sin we t
follows
.
(K3+MK* -3 We* K- MWo’+cl?)ext 6id Wet
+ (3 W. K* + 2 MWe ~ _ We3)#t COS We t
=Lcld = Const
Since this equatlOn must be satisfied Lt cvo~ instant,
tho factors before the tortis rith sin and COB r.ust
each be zero.
K= +
3
whlsh ?iveo tho equations :
Mxa-31ueaK-Kuea +CN=O
we z~ + 2 M We K -We= = O
The relation (see footnote**. p. 14):
holds by dampinq as by increasing oscillations: hence, after
mlcor chanqes, the formula for the increase factor (-D)
and the displacement e:fect o of the re%ulatcr reads:
This equation Indicates that the i~crease continues by in-
crea,sin< displacement effect c, and that it bscomes qreat -
er as the dampinq capacity M of the vehicle is less.
Eowevor, this increase ~oes not exoeod the factor D = -
0.5, reached by. the ~ehicle without dampin%.
, ,.., .--. .-.—
.—
Ibllity of increagin~ ”oscillati ohs” axists b? considerable ap-
plication of displacement effect c. The dampin% limit fol-
lows from equation (19) at:* “ “
c =ahi
J --w= aN
The displaceme~t effect c can be so much greater as the
resetting effect a is -:z-eater (becatise at the then-
existin~ hiqher natural frequency, smaller un~ampinq dis-
placement quantities Clvdt prevail.
Presorvatlon of oqulli%rlum b~ m external poraanent
disturbing moment A: (for instance, throv.%h failuro of a
lateral power plant in a ship) - b:r conjuqste zettiu% -
postulatco a departure Ap from the theoretical state
This departure is, cf co.urce, so much less as the requla-
tor is more effective (as its resettinq effect a is
greater).
By
-7= a(g+!)+cj(q+f)dt, nuch de?arture
is eliminated in the course of time n.s ~ction of c.
A dlroctional control of the regulator process by way
of control link
~ induces n proportionr.to change @ of
the thooretic~.1 stato h:r conjuqato sottln%:
inasmuch as the requlatfnq system hero has no resetting
ability of its own, lika tho spood roqulator, henco kes no
proforrod status q. T-ho samo :holds truo by conju%nto run-
ninq spood.
*Equr.tion (19), trontcd exnctly as (17) in footnoto, p. 24,
qives:
W3 + waN = O
-W=IJ+.CIGO
1’
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The problem of automatic directional control has still
another aspect: the. effect of.the control link - here, of
the rudder - is not constant but dependent Upo-n the dynamic
pressure. Iil consequence , natural frequency, dampinq, and
dampinq limit become dependent on the speed of travel, and
on airplanes; and in addition, on the flyin% heiqht (ref-
erence 4). The natural frequency rises with increasin%
speed., the dampin?; dccreascs, and its limit is shifted to
greater values of displacement effect c. In airplane dir-
ectional coiltrol the danpin~ limit computed >ere is not
t?ze decisi-re one. Ps.t”soscillatio-~s of t-fl.~center of .;r.~--F-
it~ are e.nt *O form b;’ exi ~tin:> ciispY.ace2snt efi’cct .c.
throuqh tie lp.tervl notiocs 0S tl:e eirSl:::le cccter 02? <r27-
ity, the ?.sr.:pir.~liJnit of l,:hichis rcac”aed sooner th:’.nt-’?.e
limit 0= the rotary oscillations a-oout the airplzne c.q.
in question.
A comparison of the results obt~,ined on the different
re~ulatiilq systems ?,iscloses an increasing difficulty of
the re~;ulatin% problem from pressure control to rpm, and
temperature control to automatic directional control. T~qe
results are ap:aended in table 11. On the re’;ulator with
conju~ate settir.%, both the pres:;ure control and the rpm
control s-how Qyeriodic processes; ter.perature requlator
and automatic directional control disclose damped oscilla-
tions.
on the Vressure and rpm requl,ator already follow d-amped
oscillation-s; temperature requlator and automatic control
show potential in-creasin.z oscillation-s. The control with
COiljU~ate runnin% speed, lastly, shows damped oscillations
only as pressure re~ulato’r; the rpm re%ule,tor e.lready exe~
cutes undamped oscillations, the temperature re%ulator m5.n-
ifests ~~otential iilcreasin~ oscill~.tion~, a~t’. t’he oscilla-
tions on the automatic direction,~l control are continuous-
ly increasing, Hence, the justification of the enumera-
tion in the order chosen.
The rpm re~;ulator e.n& autom:~.tic directional control
stand out as systems without in-herent resetti-nq .a-~ility;
that is, tvithout preferred status C?. Z& directional control
to another stcte the?~ follow willingly and come to rest in
the puuposed new state, even on the requlator with conju$ate
scttinq. Pressure re,;ulator and t,empcrature re’;ulator dis-
pose of their own rescttinq ability: after a directional
control they do not come to rest on t’hc desired new state
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by conju~ate settinq. They require a departure @, to
equalize their different internal reeetting force in the
new s%atem It requires the action of a displacement ef-
fect c, which produces such an equalization after a cer-
tain time, aut.omat3call~, to make them seek the desired
position. The inherent resettinq ability of pressure and
temperature requlatinq s:~stems is also apparent in the
plots of table 11: both also show by v=nishinq resettiaq
effect a 05 the regulntor, ftnite v~.luos of time con-
stants K, dnmping D, or danpinq limit: T-aile On the.
rpm reqzlator and the automatic directiocnl control, the
corresponding vctlues are, respectively, zero cnd infinite.
shows up to tb.e ‘oest advantaqe, accordin% to table 11,
since n very enerqetic application of the regulator on the
requlatinq system iS desired in order to achieve a mininum
of departure from the theoretical state. This is impossible
on the runnin=;-speed re.%ulator beclause 05 its dampinq lintt l
In fact, onl:r t“he pressuro ro.;ulator manifests here con-
sistently, danped >ekav~or in this respect, and even there
the damplnq declines with increasing control cction. By
ing can alma~s be maintained by adequate resettin~ effect
a; the displacement effect can le chosen emalier than for
the runninq-speed noqulator, since now it is co loaqer the
sole and true re~uiatin.~ effect, its sole purpose beinq
ra,ther to remove rensining departures. The dampin% values
:>revalent %y
-.n = a (q + t) , naturall:? cannot ‘oe exceeted.
3owever, in order to achieve still qreater damping
values, as Is desirable for spe.ciflc control problems, the
re%ulator qrocess,is %iven- nn effect correspondln% to the
time ~erivative v of the ~tnte. Then the re%ulator op-
noses a cha.n%e of rate of the state.
$
This rate of chanqe
can he measured direct (for instance,’ as rat”e of rotation
of the craft by oeans of fett’ered gyroscopes on the auto-
matic control, as rotary accelerai30n of the shaft by the
inertia ~overnor On”the rpm control), or derived 37 instru-
nentative differentitatfon from the meacured stnte (for
instance, bF methods which measure the difference between “
the state q and a sluqgish “subsequent comnaratlve state).
If this ‘dampinq effect bll is combined wit> c setting
regulator, it follows the Qrinciple:
—.
.-
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R ~=a.t(~+.~)-+ bt
..
.-.,, ,. ..... ..
.. .. . ~. ..._-..
for which the rnodifie~ form”u.lag are-as ~%llo~s-;
“Pressure cb”ntrol : . .
..”
(&+b)”~.+(z+a)p”A~-at
.
kpm control:
(Ta+b)$+a~=
,.
Ta+m
K=——
Temperature control :
Tv2a& + (Tv+Qa+b) &
m
l D.-v
+C?a+li
.- ---—-—
2
a
+ (l+a)
1
. 31
(8a)
.-
-———
- -.-—— —. —-— .
1l+a (Tv + Ta + b)=-——‘e = - -———% ‘a 4 Tva Taa
Automatic disactional control :
f
——
we . a;—-(M + i-iij=——
4
!Chere.is evident IQ All cases a rtse In &mpinq D and
time. constant as a result of the damping effect b of the
. regulator.
—“1
To ‘oetter vistial~ze the dlfferbnt control systems,
the use of mechanlce,l substitutes of t~e requiator proc-
esses is helpful. The lZndar, h~moqe=~o~~, differ~ntial
equations of the lst, 2d, and 3d orders., qive.n in. the de-
script~on of the regulating processes, ‘appear in the same
manr.er iE simple mec~n~cal vibration patterns: hence,
manifest the came” behavior as the regulating systems while
bein: at the same time es.si.erto ~rasp, tebie III.
The state CP of a requlatinq system is represente~
~T the posi~i~n (emp~a,s~~ed in table 1~~~ o: a Zinea,rly
moving reference point: uniess otherwise stated, the SFS-
tems iilustrate~ in tab~e III are fric~lomless, weightless,
and massiess. ‘J!.he.enalo’;pis most easil~ S.nparent on the
automatic directional control: the mechezic=.1 Oscillation
circuit is sirpl-T transferred. !2he inqrtia mo~ent of t-he
vehicle is represented by a Itnearly mo-zin< Rass, the ve-
htcle damping by m brako c~lincler. T.aig svstem, Zlke t“ae
vehicle, discloses no resettfnq akility of its own, while
the temperature-regulating swstem %S ore” such an?. in a6.-
dltiono a vi-oration susceptible attitude .(eqwttion. (3)),
which appears in the su-ostitute :>tcture as “.mechanical
oscillation circuit with m,ass, sy=tn?, r.nd dnnpinq. The
rpm reqmlatin~ system, mhic.a oaly opposes m dmnqe of its
state, appears 3s n simple “brake cyllndor. !2he pressure-
regulatin% s~stem, on the” othor ‘hand, with resetting forces
of its own, r.anifests nlso a reset spr~ng. Since the in-
herent resettinq forces Of this s~stem qrow rith inore.ns-
in’; lo,-.& z, th~s sprinq should he stiffer 5S %reater
lends c.re Involve?!. Following a distur-iance of its str,te . .
of equilihr~um, such nS <ivinq it n push by hand, they act
?.s descri-ied in table I.
The effects of mounting a requlator with. co=ju~ate
setting on the requlntiny system, are proportional to the
departure Q fro= the t~eoretic.,1 St.,te. Such effects
can, however, ia the substitute patterns, he exerted
through a npring which i.s exactly untense In the iheoreti---
cal state. Then it :s seen how ttie mutonat:cnlly eteered
vehicle has now kecome suseeptihle to vibra~tons, how the
naturai frequenc~ of t’ae ter.peraturd requla:or has norr
increased and its danplnq decreased. it is reafl~ly ap-
parent how the rpn controlled svstem receives a resett:nq
a%iltty omr the regulator,”” to the .thooretical position,
how the naturai resetting abilit~ on the pressuro-requ-
lated systeq is increased by the ro~ul~.tor, and no On.
It is also quite plain thq.t q pormanemt outcidq disturb-
ance can be “equalized only lIy a de~arture :roa th&””thooret-
—.— - ------- —. -. — .—
. .
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ical state, be G8Uf3(3then only a COrre8ppnding sprinq ten-
.,,..-
-.aion appear<a.. The..dampinq-.actiog of -a eupp.lenentnry damp-
ing influence b on t~e re<ulator prooess la ‘i%prea”e”ntkd
by another brake cylinder. The action of a displacement
effect o is represented by a device “which a flowtn$
medium integrates. !!!0illustrate: Sand pours out of a
pipe on a soale which. on departure from the theoretical
state, is asymmetrically loaded (the medium being, of
course, subjeot to qravitF). It takes the aotion of a
constant interference foroe OE the reference point to
force it out of its theoretical position, but the scale
accumulates asymmetric Weiqht thereb~ Util equilibrium is
restored. The subntltute sy~tem therefore acts exactly
li,ko the actual re%ulated system. Zven the neoessity for
representing the displ~c~ment effect by QE auxili,%ry forc!e
corresponds to tho nctual conditions, for without ener%y
input no unclamping uction can dovolop. The conditions by
directional control also are correctly and plainly ropro-
sentod. BY Conjugnte sotti.ng the diroctionnl control is
cc.compli~hed by shiftinq of tho hinqo point of the spring
representin~ tho requlator r~settinq offoct; on prsssuro
and temperature ro~ulators tho spr~nq - not ad$ustod with
tt, nnd roprosontinq tho ~~tur~,l resetting ability of the
system - acts aqainst such an adjustment. This condition
does not exist on the rpm re~ul~.tor or on the nutountic
directional control; it 1S a-isent also in the presence of
displacement effect, since by directional control the ad-
i!ustment of the pomition of the integration device.iitaelf
effects m directional control.
b) Actual Regulator
The actual regulator, contrary to the faultproof re%-
ulntor, Is subject to faults whioh appear as departures
from the %o~erning principle in consequence 02 manufactur-
ing defects and type characteristics. These departures
or’’errors, ‘fas %hey nre termed herenfter, fall into the
followinq qroupa:.
Ths slu~~sh re~u~ator:
-——_
-—. _____
Its control link does not
assume the faultp.roof set.tin% m, hut a setting llf*,
linked to the. theoretical settinq ~, throu%h .
,
.dif + ‘llf= n . (21)
*
In equations (1) to (4) of. the re~.ulatinq system, ~
then, of course, substitutes for ~.
.
.
I
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The oontrol mbves sluggishly toward ita theoretical set-
“-tins q, the rate df la? dependinq upon thp difference
between what the control-link sett:nq is and what it should
be; tho decidi~% factor d ts, termed t’ie l’inertia all of
the ro%ulator. After intentional removal of tho control
llnk out of its thoorottcal setting by nrrostcd ro%ulatinq
s~stom (fmgossi%le to achieve on tho faultproof ro;ulator),
tho cont:gol lfnk ronchos its theoretical. settin%, accord-
inq to an e-function. Such b.ehcvtor, for inst~.nce, s~ste-
matically occurs on the ar.plifter with con~u~ate se%tinq ‘oy
return uotion: it ,%iSo occurs on :Qe amplifier with conju-
gate running speed, encumbered with r.asses.
!J!here.guintor suscmcptible to vi%ra:ion follows the
equation :
(?2)
larly manifested 3- nlnokt “all detectors of rpm re%ulntors
and. to r. lesRer oxteht, by those of pre~sure requlc.tors.
Thic pri~ciple (22) finds considerable uae on transmission
links of Indirect rec;ulattn~ systems, and especially on
amplifiers operating with elastic auxiliar~ Sorces (com-
2regsed a;r, for instance).
The control with friction requires Sirst a certain
——-———. .—— .— -—
minimua t~pulse lefore it responds. Its ‘~ehavior is aot
i.nmediately amenable to practgcal nathenaticc.1 treatment.
Re;ardin% the action o< an adjustment of effects a, b,
and of the requlator on the requlntor procoss, tk.e fric-
tion on the detector sise of the adjustment point of those
influences makes itself felt dlffore~tl.y th,~n the friction
on the control-link side. The Btudr of t3e ?rlction is
therefore divi~.ed into: :riction in the “detector system
and friction in the control link. Tiie~ differ to the OX-
tent that the effect of friction of the detector s~stem
on tho control llnk ch.nnqes alonq with a chanqe in re%ula-
tor adjustment while tho friction in the control link re-
mains constant. Inasmuch as it is impossible to qroduce
bearing points without friction, ovcrr re%ulatinq system
disposes of a certain measure of friction.”
The effect of these errors On the various regulating
.. . systems is now analyg~d on the basis of the following re-
strioti.ons: There is no outside disturbance E of the
equilibrium; no dibeotional oontrol ~ of the process is
required. It is further assumed that at the moment only
one type of error occurs, which brin4s out its effect un-
reetriotedly. For the rest, the characteristlo effects
of the IndivSd.ual grQupe of errore overlap falrl~.undie-
turbedly.
‘.
The runninq-epeed requlator IS no lon%er dlecutisqd ~s
rpm- re$ulator and automatic directional control, after
havin~ proved its impracticability on the faultproof rel%-
ulator. The results are illustrated in tablee. The dis-
cussion of the resulte IS less with respect to the effect
of the constants Ta, Tv, M, 19,s of t>e regulating OyO-
tem - whose effect on the requlator process was essential-
ly disclosed by the faultproof re%ulator - than “with a
view to the modification of this behavior by the errcrs of
the actual regulator. For Identification of the qovern-
in~ principle, the faultproof principle is employed; in
the study of tables IV to VII, for instance, it is to be
noted that the faultproof principle, as a result of the
error of the actul requlator (equations (21), (22), (39)),
is now, .naturally, no longer the real one,’ but merely the
desired correlation bet~~en phase quantities and rudder
settlngm
a) The Slugqish Requlator
The sluqqish regulator shows a lag in the control ‘
link relative to its theoretical setting. Thus it un-
clamps systems susceptible to vibration and makes aperiod-
ic, systems susceptible to vibration (because when the
system passes through neutral the control link - because
of inertia 4
- still has a deflection that drives the
system to the other side %eyond the neutral position)-.
During an osclllatlon, the sluqqish requlator evinces a
lag in phase shift a, and n reduotion in amplitude for
the control-link motion. With
n= II. sin wt
llf= ‘TlfOsin (wt - a)
equation (21) gives the phmse dleplaoement a at
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1.
cot a -= TG .
and the reduatlon in control-link amplitude at
~fo = llo“00s a
R’rom this it is apparent that with rislnq frequency w, “
and inertia i?, the phase angle continues to indrease “
and finally reaches the value n/2. The amplitude %
continues to.decrease at the acme time and reaches zero .
when the phaso angle has reached the” value . Tr/2.
The behavior of th’e eluqqlEh re%ulator is appended
In table IV.
Pressure ref@atQ~: ~ha combined equations (1) “and
(2+) and principles (5) to (7) yield t~e equations: .
Governminq Princ~e Rezulated System .
-Tl=aCp . . dT#+ (dz+Ta)$ + (z+a)co.= O (23)
On a regulator with conjuqate setting, ‘~=ap, the
pressure requlated svstem is now susceptible to vibra-
tions (equation (23)). ghe characteristic quantities of
this vibration ar~:.*
Equation (23), transformed, qives:
d~+Ta-
~+
z+a
9 + 4Ta
-——
~ Ta
~=o
whence
and
‘Oa = %-y
I. .— .——
——. .
. .— .—.
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At first the damplnq decreases as the inertia d increas-
es (as n result of the undamming effect of the laq%inq
phase of the IIslugqish II cont~ol link), then increases
(since, by further increasing d the amplitude of the
control-link motion decreases consistently and so lowers
the undampia~ effect nqdm despite the grent phase dis-
placement). Under hlqb load the damping is %reat, since
then the natural (not phase-shifted) resettln% abilit~ of
the system is ~reat.
On the requlator with con$uqate runnin~ speed, - ~ =
C j ~ dt, the pystbm previously susceptible to Tibrattons,
now displays increasing possibilities. The damping llmit
follows from equation (25) at*
c 5
+ ~a
=
<
Wtth tncreasin~ regulator inertia d, its action (c) on
the re%ulatinq system must be continuously reduced, in
order to avoid 5ncreasAnq oscillations, Howover, a flnlte
amount z?:~a of displacement effect c can 10 left,
even by Infinltoly qroat inertia bocauso, while at very
%reat Inertia tho phaso difference is C1OSO to m/2, the
deflection of the control ltnk ttself has abated consid-
erably. Here also this limit lies %7 qreat load at great-
er control effects: b~ vanishin~ load s, dnmptnq is
wholly impossible.
.———.
*
—.—.— —— ———-— -——
With ql =CPo a%nu)t from equation (25)0 the equations are:
. .
v W=+ Ta + WS = O
-wa~(dg + Ta) + c.= o
Hence the values qiven in the text.
— . ..—
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For -n= ~~+cfqdt’ there appears a mixture
of the a130ve phenomena.
R
The negulnted t3ysten can execute
increasing oscillations: the flmmping limit lies, nccordinq
to (24), at:
+).
u=
(z + a) Ta
cTa-z -a%
By Increasing inertia d, either tb.e displacement effect
c, must ‘be lowere~ r.qain or the resettinq “effect a in-
creased (because its effect approaches the action of the
systen with pure setting control., ~ = a p, where. contin-
uous d.-.npingprevails). Since the pressure-re%ulntlng
system disposes of its own resetting ability, a certain
nmouzt of inertia 4 iR parmissi%ie even by vanishinq re-
settinq effect a, 3ut when the natural resetting nbil-
ity becomes zero b:: vanishin; load z, a certnin reset-
ting effect a of the requlntor, ~.ust be nV.nilF.-Dlb. If
lomd z OxcOOas tho value,
f
—--—
z
a+
=--
2
$+cTa
tvhich is equivalent to a resettin~ effect a qro,ater than
then danpinq is always present, oven by infinitel~ great
inertia d. Then the unclamping eyfect of inertia ~,
which bocones smaller again as ii increases, is no lonqor
sufficient with respect to the (not p4nso-chan%ed) natural
resettinq force of tho re.g-~latinq system to produce in-
creasing oscillattofism
x~ua.u : Tho pertinent equations are:
Governj.~princizlQ
.—-— — —_
Requlated System
-— —
-. n =a~ ~Ta~+Ta&+a~=O
-n= @+c~~dt d~TaW+Ta~+a~+c~=O
-m=
...
Cfqat d.Ta~+Tati~~g=O
(26)
(27)
(28)
.
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The sluqgish regulator with can$ugate setti@g makes the
-,, .erst.wglle -aperiodic system susceptible to vibrations by
ite awn inerti”a -(e”quation ”(26)’). ‘The character~etie ..q~n-
titles ars:
..
“’==LEZ$“
As d increases, the dampinq of the requlator process in-
creases and does not rise aqain as on the pressure regu-
lator. It lacks the inherent resetting ability of the
requlatlnq system; the regulator resettinq effect a can-
not replace it eince it in phase-shifted, and so appears
undcmping. #rester reaettin< effect a therefore actual-
ly reduces the damping. 3y increasing startlnq time Ta .
the dampinq increases, as on the precsure re%ulator, for by
qreat 3!3 the control processes are slowod down, hence
the inertia effect is leas.
The slu%:lsh rpm ro%ulator induces the previously un-
damped oecillatinq system throuqh its phaso difference .of
the control link (equatAon (28)) to continuousi~ increasing
oscillations (alao troatmont of (20)). qhc sIu%%is~ re%u-
lator with conju;ato setting makes tho system, alrondy
susceptible to vibrations, amonnblo to incroasod vlhra-
tionc (equation (29)), with a dampln% limit at:*
BY increasiaq S.nortla d of tho regulator, its effect (s)
must, on account of the undmmpin% nction, be continuously
reduced, in order to avoid increnstng vibrations. However,
— —— — ——
*Tlth q = ~. sln wt, equation (29) %ives:
- w= a+ WM = o
-wa(d M+l)+a N=O
qivin% the relations in the text.
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ths value need not fall below .a.= 11~/111,even %y.the great- “
eOt d, since the effect of the control Itself dimln- “
ishes as s result of the lowered “control-link CnPlitu~e .
perceptible at %rer.t #o %y %rent anmpint capncity M
of the vehicle (or by qrent Rnmpinq effect b of the con-
trol), the resetting e:fect can again be chosen %re-.ter.
17itil
-n= ncp+cfcpdt, the previously suscepti-
ble srstem has become cnpnble of incensing vibrations.
The dnmpinq limit follows from equmtion (27) nt:
a= Ca
As on the pressure re;ulator, the Risplacernent effect c
must be reduced, or the reset ticq effect a increased
when d increases. Eera the da~pinq limit is una~fected
%y the re~ulatlnq s~sten (quantity !Pa Is nonexistent).
The reason for tkis is that at short starting periods Ta,
hi~h freqllenCies w, and ‘hence Lar%e untiampin% p“hase an-
glefi occur on the control ltnic bec,ause of the ~.riertia d ;
by ion% starting periods” Ta, the freq=aencies w srb
low, hut the unclamping phase anqles are lar%e as a result
of the then-q reat displacement effect c.
~Q~ZQt~~_Z.egU13tOK.- Uo analysis iS needed- Its
processes take place in time intervnla :or which the time
la%, even by awkward control &.rrangement , pl,ays no part
because of inertia d.
Autonntic direct ionr.1 control ..-The pertinent equa-
tions are:
Governin~ Princiulq .Ee&lated E.ysteq
...
-n =aCp d..cp +(ali+lfi+l$$+a~ =0 (29)
-0= Cfqat @Ip)+(3M+l)-&’ + I&t C~~ = O (31)
,.
By conJuqate ruaninq speed, previously increasin% os-
cillations are now naturally much ampllfied.
I
—. ..—. . .
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With -T)= acp+o~Pdt, the possibility of In- “
. .
., . . .--....
creasing og~511ationg r~mains. !Che damp”iriglimit ”-follows
from equation (30) at:
————
a=(M+*)[@(#y-+
This implles a certain zone for the resetting offeot a.
whl ch , If exceeded or fallen ehort of’, shifts the oontrol
process into the zone of Increasing vibrations. The re-
setting effect a may not exceed a oertain lim~t: other~
wise, its undampinq, phnse-s~ifted effect on the control
link %rin~s the System to increasing oscillations. But
another limit must not be fallen short Of, since by too
little resetting effect a, the undamp~n% action of tho
displaoomont effect c, predominates. Honco , with in-
cronein~ a, as with increasing d, the useful rnnqe of
n is curtailed.
The behavior of the Sluqqish requlator in table IV
a%ain shows the correctness of previously chosen sequence:
From pressure control to automatic directional contrql,
and from setting control to runninq-spee& control, the re%-
ulator process hecomea consi8tontly more unfavorable.
S) The Requlator Susceptible to Vibration
The natural oscilla,tione of the requlator are impart-
ed to the ro~ulated system. This reacts back by wmy of
the detector on the re%ulator, through which frequency and
dampin3 alone change ~iih reepect to the values of the
requlator. Since everyone of the regulating systems re-
uiree a certain time to become fully effective (equations
?~) to (4), and table 1), the damning on the regulated. sys-
tem is impc.ired or even annulled,- If the requlated SyStem
by faultproof refulator was alrea~v. susceptible to vibra-
tions, this vibration form IS reta~ned, and a second form
of vibration arisinq from the natural vi%rntlon of the reg-
ulator 3s superimposed. At very htgh natural damp~nq Da
o?? the requlator, its tiibration attitude is clmost com-
pletely suppressed: it changes to the sluggieh requlator.
There usuall~ ie a certain dampinq DR zone which may not
be exceeded- fallen short of. In tho latter case, the
enorqy wlthdrawcl through Insufficient DR is too little;
if exceeded, the undamming through the qreat phaso differ-
ence Is excessive. Si~ce the phaeo difference grows.as
. ----- . . .. .. . .-
—
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.
the d~splacement effect o increasds, the zone shrinks;
start$ng from a certain displacement effect, the damped
zone disappears completely, leaving only increasing mo-
tions. The transition to infinitely high natural regula-
tor frequency ~ leads to the faultproof requlator, eince
by infinitely hiqh natural frequency ~, a Iltruellrepre-
sentation of the orders follows. Table V shows the con-
trol effect (a and c) plotted a%ainst damping
‘R for
difff4rent natural frequencies Wn ; the possibility of in-
creasing oscillations exists in every case, the qraphs
therefore represent a damping limit.
Pressure re~ulatQ~.- The relati7e equations are:
.— .—
..
T;$*+(8+2DRwRTa)$+(2DRw~z+u&Ta)6 . .
+~a(z+a)qkf) (32)
~.
-~= a~+ciqdt ~ap(lv:+(z.+2DRWRTaj&(2DE~Z+WR2TC)b
+wR~ (z+a)l&@ccp=o (33)
.
+w.#z$+w#c@=o (34)
!Che daqing limit’ for the requlator with conjuqate
settinq follows from equation (32) at:*
-——.— .——— ———.—— —-—- ---——— ——-— —
*l?ith v =“~o sin wt, equation (32) zives:
A second. transformation gives:
.
2A=:% (~+2 ‘R ‘. Ta)z+ a=-
a
and
(Continued on p. 43) I
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( ~tr . “a=2D3 —+2Ta WR
. . . . . . .. . . .. . . “, ,.
)~ “~”+ TaWR
..-. ... . .
—-. ——. —
From this It is apparent th%t with increasin3 DE, the .
action of the re~ul~tor on the re$ulatln% system (its re-
settinq effect a) cn.n also he incronsed (eince by great
DR , mUCh ener~y IQ ~ithara~n fron the back-and-forth.
swinqlng regulator). Likewise, tho resottin% offoct a
Can be shosea large hy hiqh natural froquoncy WR of tho
vibratioa-susceptible ro~ulato”r (-DOC,nUOOthen tho ro%ula-
tor follo~s ~t~ or&orS quic~ly ~.nd rcadil~)d =ut tho Sa~O
ia posatblo =lCO b~ VOP 10W ~: then the re%ulator
svinqs so SIOITly that the re=gulatinq eystem has time to
follow it.e oscillat~ons fairl~ true nnd rithout nppreci-
nbly undwzping them. Because of the then n,-onormally slow
re%ul.ztor recponee, the l.ntter setting is, of course,
practically umeless. Under smnller lend z,
tlnq effect a
the reset-
muet be chosen smailer (since the eystem -
becauee of tho then-lower reeettin~ force - follows the
f“.ulty cne of the requlator now more rendily). The same
Influence as the natural frequency ~ is shown by the
starting time Ta, ccd for t-he vor~ same reasons~
For the runninq-speed requlator, equation (34) %ives
the damplnq limit at:*
(Continued frcm p. 42)
whence
DR Za
z+a=2—
Ta WR
+z+4Dg g+2DRUJRT~
n~d finally, the value shown in the text.
l
Assuminq an undamped
“qives:
W* Ta - W*(2 DR
-W3(Z+2
oscillation ne basis, equation (34)
Wp+W#Q+u#c=o
DR~Ta)+W@Z=O
(Continued on p. 44)
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-[
—— ——
a~~~z + %2 TQ A (2DR~z + L& Ta)’ c~a
= ——
2Ta 4Ta a -~
It is seen that the possible displacement effect. c in-
creases at first with increasing damping (because of the
increased ener%y extraction), but then drops a~;ain to the
value za/Ta of the sluqqish regulator (eince ultimately
the Undampinq action of the consistently increasing phase
difference laq of the control lflnk outweiqhs the enerqy
removal). Theroforo . c qivcn displncomont offoct c, if
~.nmping is at all possiblo, results in a ccrt~.ia damping
zono DR. which r.av not bo a%andone&. This zone incroasa~
rith tho naturnl froqucncy ~; it is also more favorablo
%Y qroat load. This is asscci.~tod with the appoaranco of “
two naturnl oscillation forms - one due to the regulator,
the other to the system.
———— _
—— ——— —-—— — ..-———— —-..——.-—— ———— -———
(Continued fron p. 43)
From the Sirst, c z“ollows at :
4 ‘a
(
2DRZ
c =- )
“%T+wa-%+Ta”
from the second Wa follows at:
wRa
W2 = —-——
Z + 2DR ~ Ta
Whi C!l, inserted for w=, qives:
“%’z (2Eqzc —. )- +Ta “-= Z+2DR ~ Ta ‘R
*With equatio’n (33), the formula CP = To sin wti yields:
w4Ta - @ (%= Ta +2DRWRZ)+WRa C =0
- W3 (~+2DR ~ Ta) + w ~’ (z+a) = O
whence
z+2DR~Ta
a = W2 -—–— (Cont. on p. 45)
%’
, ..
.
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(S+2J43~Ta) (UIR’Ta+=~U43 Z)
~a- .——— ——
—-%
Waa Ta
., ..-., . . . . - ?.. . . . .
4WU4 T:a
result” is a linited zone for the possible resettingThe
e:fect a of the re%ulator, due to the existence of two
forms of osciilation~ in tho re.;ulated eystem itself: one,
wh~~h had ~lready ~PPearod on th~ fnultpr~of regulator,
tho other hlvlnq originated fron the naturr,l oscillntton
of the regulntor. Choosinq the resettinq effect a too
high, causes tho naturml oscill~.tioa modo of the roqulator
to tncronso (-POCaUSO of tho increasing frequency of the
ro%ulatln% procoss .nnd honco, of tho phaso chan%o of tho
control ltnk). If choson too small, thd oscillation of
tho cystom incresses (bocausc the undampinq displacomont
OfSoct hocono~ too ncti~o). This pernissiblo zono of a
resottin% effect a becomes w:der as the dlsnlacement ef-
fect c decreases (ultim~.tely passinq into t~e zone of
the purely con~uqat~ settlnq), but I* also widens out by
increasing ~. It shifte to hl?her values as DE in-
- creases: for in that case both limits Increase (the oscil-
-—-—— --- —— --—-—-
—.
(Continued from p. 44)
The frequency is:
fa.
——
‘a = “+? ‘
(WR3 T + 2DnWRZ)
“.”s
4Ta Ta
whence
(WRaTa + 2DR~B )
-——-——
2Ta
(.z+ 2DR~Ta )
-a
.—
—
. .
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lations of th~ Syston hocp~use of tho ~rowinq phaso chan%e,
the othor - noro rapid ro4ulator oscillation - because of “
tho accelerated onorqy ronoval). The range shrinks to
zero when
(u)Rs Tn + 2 DE WR !z)a
0> -——. — .——
4 Ta llJ#
Tho rpn regulator.- Tho equations are:
control under continu-.ll~ lncror.s-
in: c.nplitudo)
The rpn regulator shows, consistent with theor~, the
behavior of the pressure roqulator by zero load. The set-
ting regulator shows a damping lin:t at:
a=~DR~Ta
f
%-“W = ———
2 DR Ta ‘%
The pernisstble resetting effect a increases with in-
creasing frequency ~ nnd increased dmmpinq DR. It
It must ho kept Smnll-by low frequency ~; tho only re-
settinq force is that from tho rcjgulator, and it shifted
considerably in phase nt low ~.
The prtnciple - T = aq + c J(P dt shows , as on the
pres~ure regulator and for the sane reasons, a sone for
the resettinq effect ~,*
-. .——. .——.— .—
-- .
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Here the zone tapers toward the zero point, since the rpm
regulating system, hating no resetting a-oility of its own,
cannot function without requlator reeettinq effect a. An
analysis of the runninq-speed re~ulator Is omttted for the
same reason. The damped zone shrinks to zero when
UJRa Ta
c>—— 4
Temmorature rngulatoq.- An analysis of the tenporature-
.-—
re~ulatlng system with regulator susceptible to vibrations,
is auporfluous. R~lr.tlvo to tho tine intcrvmls vithin
which the ro~ulating procosses transpire, all natural fro-
quencios of tho rok;ulator Cro so rapid, that they are neq-
li%l%le.
AU~ic direct.ignal Q9- 9- The pertinent equa--———
tions areg
89
+ugMqw&Ll!&w# c3iJ=o
-m= c~Qdt (impractical, since it puts tllo
natic control under continually
increasing amplitude)
(38)
.%uto-
The re%ulctor with conju%ate settinq shows n danpinq 13nlt
nt’:*
.——
-——-—- - —————— ————
*flee footnote on p. 48.
.— —- -— —
—— .—— .
I
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f
—- ——— . —... .- ——— —— —-— —.. ——--- —
.—— —2DR~ll + %= +
1
—-. -——
—- 1 (2D~~H + (l@ )a2 - nlR@z
The resettinq effect CL of the re.wlator can there-
fore be chosen so much ~rdc.ter aa its nntural frequency
WR is hiqher. The dnmpinq 3~ nust rf3nain vithin n cer-
tain zone. If it falls short nf this zone, the enerqy re-
moval is no longer ~uffic~ent to d,amp the ra~id n~tural
oscillation form (oS the regulator). If the zone is ex-
ceeded the S1OW oscillation fern of the systen is acceler-
ated ‘oy the qren.t phnse lr.g of the control link= 3y infi-
nitel~ ~reat darpiaq
~~ , the process changes to thnt of
the sluy%ish rogulr,tor, rith a ~amping llxzit nt
(Footnote fror! p. 47)
Equntion (37), toqether with cp = qlo sin wt. %ives:
w3(M+2D#@+W~a M=O
whence
.
and
which, inserted, loaves:
.-
———-
,
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ror -~=a+oj’ql-it, the dampin% limit lies atm
l
.. ---
Thb.behavior Is similar to that of the settinq re%u-
later. But now the pemtss~ble range for the resetting .
effect c ie curtailed, eyen for small values. As oh the
fnultproof requlator, a must not fall below n certain
amount , or the undnmpinq displacement effect c >ecomes
predominant . The ran$e within which a nust remain, be-
co~es continuously snailer as c incror.ses.
Y) ibgulntor w?th Friction
Here we differentiate betmeon friction In the detec-
tor systen nnd friction in the control link. l’riction in
tho roqulator ~o,zns that its control link.dooe not c.ssume
nn exactly defined sottinq but can fluctuato within a cor-
tnin rr.nqo r.round the thaorotj.cal settinq. By ch~nqln?
theoreticr,l nettinq, tho contsol link lngs trI tho mount
of this zono, so thnt tho nctlons of the roqulntor with
*“
~qucttion (%6) qivcs:
U)s - (u& + 2D3 qmws+dwfw=o
whence
Wa =
2DR~M+~a
--———Z—
wa=~ *
2M+2DR~
*
.. . .
. .
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friction are likely to he the sp.mo as on the slu%qtsh reg-
ulator (which laqs “.lso). In fact, tho ensuinq calcula-
tion shaws th=t oscillations of the faultproof requlated
system ar~ undamped b~ the regulatoy frict~on and aperiod-
ic notions are made susceptible to vibration. Since the
amount of >a% due to friction is constant, its o:fect at
~reat departures iS small nnd becomes perceptible only by
small departures; by. further increasing deflections g
from the theoretical stmte tho system cha~qes tO tho fmuit-
p,roof .rogulator. This monns that (after a disturlmnce,
for inst.nnce) the dofloction process is ~nitially tho szmo
as on tho fmultproof r~qulator and ovincos doparture~ from
it 02ily by small doflectio”ns which, ho~evor, may then be so
severe thnt the re~ulmtod s~vsten remnins in permanent os-
cillations altogether.
For oscillntio~o the cond:tiono accompcnyinq fri c-
tion cr.n ‘DO roadilv approxi~atod. Tho courso of n com-
c,mnd q from tho dotoctor altorod by friction effOctEI.
can be roprosoctod b:~ two sino curves ~ (fiq. 3) nodi-
fied in phase and r.m:plitude With rospcct-to tho thoorot-
ical curve: One , the first approximation, represents a
value that is too hiqh: the other, second approximation,
represents a value tk.at is too low - placing the true con-
ditions by friction bet~e~n both and go forming a linit.
Preserving the assumption of a periodic solution, the
two approximate curves can be lookod upon as a solution
of a differential equation of the forr.:
~f+cpf=ecp “ (39)
where quantities d and e mzst Satisty a special rela-
tionship. For harmonic notions:
v =~sinwt “
.
~nmroxi=ation l.-
hence,
(..—
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au pf
gin a = ——2
e~.
... . - ...-----
. ... .. .. . . .
000 a = ~ojepo
On the other hand, the aspeot o~ the
oate O
leaving for d the
d=
. .
curve (fig. 3) indt-
hence
‘es”= &ma
vazue : .
with ~ denotlnq the amount of chanqe of state necessary
to make the friction-encwbered requlator respond and
serve as indication of the amount O: friction. In addi-
tion, the a~~roximatioa curve Wf in the first approxima-
tion j.s to %e so placed that it intersects the theoretical
curve
~
in its mn.ximun amplitude; therehy it pro-oahly
Lndloates qreater deflections than the curve distorted by
friction. Thus , we obtain:
Pf o = eqc cos m = ‘0 “n (t + a, #
hence , e=l.
For periodic solution O Of the re~ulator procese; ac-
cordlnq to approximation 1, the behavior of the friction .
a.hould be approximated by the differential equation (where-
%7, for reasons of. fiimpliclty,
~/P r6places ~/CPo, ad
Cp represents an in~icption for.tho departure from the $heo-
ketical state instead of a time function). .
——
.“
:W-+GJ++’=
..” -.. :. .
(40)
. ~mproximat 1ah 2..- Here the” equation reads : .
. . .
d.Ul (pfo cOs(UJt -a) + ~. Siri(wt - a) = ego gin ~
.
.—
-.—— .—— -- —-- .-.
.
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With the phase differ&n”oe -& -aqaih at ‘(fI%. 3)
sin u = %/%
:“,-
the ~alue a amounts to
~,.
But with the maximum deflection cpfo chosen at ‘To - ~r~
we have:
!Pfo = ecpo Cos al = ‘?0- Vr
hence
For periodic solutions of the control process by the seo-
ond approximation, the attitude of the requlato.r with
friction is approximated by the differential equation:
(1 1 (41)9“
The final results of the analytical calculation of the
regulator with friction are appended in ta%les VI and VII.
The dampi~q by damped processes and the damping llrit of
implicative processes are shown plotted aqainst the ratio
V/Qr of momentary depnrture cp o-f’the state to friction
zone * ~m The space %etween the two curves 0S” fSfst and
second approximations, rithin which the actual curve fol-
lows , is indicated by crosshatching. The study was made
only for the setting regulator and the running-speed requ-
lator: it did not include the principle - 0 = a~+ c j T .
dt , the behavior of which lies between the other two. .
If, in the treatment here, a damping limit is reached,
then both approximations show the same frequency. curve.
In that case the phase shift m for both approximations
is the same and the vector related to the pedmanent os-
cillation closes momentarily only by a phase difference.
As to the frequency curve w = f(q/Pr)O it should be noted
. .. -- — . ...
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that the frequenoy w Is valid for the damping limit, and
therefore can be traversed onl~ by a-change of ~/~= 00n-
, ..cursently with a ohariqe-of a, o, Tm, etc.
Pressure rez u~atoq.- R’or the pressure regulator w-ith
con~ugate settinq, the equations:
-n.f”wf (5)
(39)ih$f+tpf=eq) .
give the equation of the friction-decelerated pressure
requlated erstem at:
Approximation 1:
+ (z + a) q= O
Approximation 2:
.
)+Ta@
(~za)
I
( +-%)
‘\ ’’A- (;iF—.——
. .
Equation (42) states thmt the requlmted system is suscep-
)f?=o (42b)
tlble to vibration, hence the use of the approximate mo~h-
od Is juatlfled. !l?heolmraetorlstlc qunntltlee of this
naturll oscillation are:* ,
-————— —— .-. —- .——
;
Equation (42a) gives for approximation 1:
. —— --
(Cont. on p. 54)
1 —— —— —— .
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Ap?roximati”on 3( “-” . , ‘ .. ,
6+?=[ D ._.* f Ila s f~~”’”—— . — .—— 1+1r L /1—:~ .1 - Da z.+ ~ (1.-. DI)J
(ue = Ymx ‘1- ‘a; ““
The evaluation of the n%ove Sormulas (table VI) shows that
with decreasing V/Qr the damping -D itself decreases
.—— -——— -— -.. —
———
(Footnote continued from p. 53) ,
hence :or the frequency:
f
— -—
~=
UJO l-Da
K_
-—
a
“we =
~+ a
q :)-l x(l -Da) . .
on the ot~er ~a~& the :ntro~uction of the sa~e =eiations
and of this ?ormula for we Sn t-he equation for D give:
and after a few
/z.—.—-—-—--hence q\: ) f —-—q) - 1 (l-Da) = 3 * Da - ~fia
——
After dividi~g by ~rl
- Ds and rearranging, we find the
value for cp~pr as qiven in the text.
For approximation 2, the sano calculation process qives
the frequency W. at: “
————
we . ~ti, I ~
“ h)
Ta
!l!~ ~ F.
.l+a(&)j
The calculation for dampinq D nffords~ (Cont. on p. 55)
.
..
,
. . .
., .
.- —
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(since by decroasinq cp/cpr the undamplnq phaso sh~ft m
increases). By qroater departures from the theoret!cml
stnte tho prpcess is.aperlodtc (since the offoct of tho
phnse displacomont a due to friction is small W ‘srefit
depc.rturos; sin a = l@P) l B~ very small. departures. .Phr
from the theoretical state, dampinq D is %reater aqain
(because by small deflections the control-link amplitude,
while being materially distorted, is considerably weak-
ened and oan no lonqer bring the regulating system with
its own res6ttinq power to overswingin~; ultimately the
process terminates In a dead zone p = a ~r. With increas-
ing load B, damping D increases because of the then-
increasinq natural regettinq ability; D likewise in-
creases by decreasixug resetting effect a, There the very
distortion caused by frlctlon makes the system suscoptihle
.to Yibration.
For the runninq speed regulator, equations:
..:
Ta+ + zcp = IIf (1)
-nf= C j (qf dt (7)
d+f+q)f=eql (39)
%ive the formula of the rogulatad system at :
Approximation 1:
+ Ta \ l$+&+cq30
i’ (43a)
-—-—
———-—. _— ——-— ——
(Continuation of Sootnote from p. 54) ‘—
—-- —--—-—
(GS -‘) (l”Da) “ A(%Y -‘) ‘l-D’) x ‘D ~
%
+ —=0
c)
‘+’7+;: ,
which show the ~alues of damping D to be Treater than.
with approximation 1. but otherwise with the same curve.
.,
.— .—.
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Approxi~atZon 2:
I w. \.
These formulas state that the already-susceptible system
requlated as faultproof, now discloses the possibility of
incroasin% oscillations as a result of further undanpinq.
Tho dampinq limit follows ~rom equation (43) at:*
h?itll Cp = q). stn wt, equation
Approximation 1:
hence
z
c =—Ta
w.
. —— ——
-1
Approximation 2:
(43) qives:
-— —..
%—z
—f-~i-
—. —_. —
J1””~)
- ia(u/:+________
(Cont. on p. 57)
+
+W5=
-1
.
+ y (($;7-9
a
.
0
=0
.
t-
-.. .
The
i nq
-. —.-. .
l
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Approximation 1:
.. .
.. . ... .. .. . . . .
c ()sa9?.’%“--”--”” “‘~ lPr .
A) aw = -g- g“T* % .
. .
Approximation 2:
/()———Qa. l
.!% _
%-1
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.’
evaluation of these formulas (table VI) shows. that damp-
alme.FO ex%ats
a
o< ~—.
Ta
(Continuation of footnote from p. 56)
hence
Inserted
w=
c . 1
z j( )-QaTa Tr
!zkZ
—-
~(zk)’——
1)
wht oh , abbreviated, give t-he values shown in the text-4
-.— .— _
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At subtstmntially qreater c values, there is some d~mping
~;o~re;~ ~ (sinoe then the proportio~ate affect of frlo-
lf4 quite small); hut the” deflection process does
not terminate in the dead zone but rather is nalnta,ined as
pernanent oscillation (since by the.then-small deflections
~s the p?lase-shlftin~ effect of the friction is propor-
tionally stron$ enough to maintain the systen in permanent
oscillations). This danqer of permr,nent oscillation. in-
cre,nses, of course, b~ decreasing load z (because the
n.ntural resettinq ability of the syst-em dirlnishes .?s the
load decreases).
The rmm requlat~r.- In this czse the equations of the
requlatod system rend SS follows:
Approximr.tj.on 1:
Approxlnntion 2:
In this case also the
Q
l--~
+ Ta$ +-a -——Q
—- ———
/1 - @a
(44a)
P=o (44b)
rogulatod sygten is found to ‘~e sus -
coptihlo to vibration, hence the application of the approx-
inato nothod iS justified. The charactorfstic quantities
of the oscillation are:
Approxiaatlon 1:
-.—
/
&J - ~
D=
.
—-— —.. —
‘)
Pa
— +3
lW
/0
——
a
we=? ~
-lx (l-Da)
a r
—.. I
h
—. .—-.
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Approximatfoti .2: - .““.”.:”:“- ‘-
.,
a “Q
‘e=~ (*q- )1 X(l-D8)
Iio %roat dampiq% D exists now by snail deflections
9/~r. (because the “Inherent resettlnq effect of the rogu-
latinq syston is lac’kin%, which on the pressure rexulator
effoctuatod at this point a secnnd rise in damplnq). BF
<roat P/Qr the offoct of friction CPr is proportionate-
ly so small thnt t>e control process becomes nperiodlo.
The danplnq (for which both approximations yield the same
formuia) continues to decrease with decreasing deflections
~/Qr , since the total resettinq effect of the requlated
syetem traces back to. the consistentl~ distorted resettinq
effect of the requlator, Increasin% osolllations, how-
ever. r.re not yosslhle.
MwmJwxL2ww.UakAZ.- ~quations for the requlator
with conjuqate settinq follow from
Approximation 1:
(3), (5). and (39) at;
)
w.
+Tv Ta CP
+Tv+Ta \t$+(~+ajq=o (45a)
.)
).?=+Tv Taq
— ——
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Both show tht the vibration-susceptible fsystem wi#h fault-
proof regulator now manifests .poteatial increasing oscilla~
tions as n result of the friction-induced la% of the con-
trol link, Ehe related &ampflng llm~t f’ollOWS ~rOIS OqUa-
tion (45) at:
+
A3:>rox~mation 2:
Thq evaluation of these formulas (tatle 71) slhotathat
the reset tin; ef:ect a Ea,V not excoe”d a csrtain value if
the deflection process 2s to tormincte in the dead zone.
If it exceeds thts limit, a deflection process. ends in z
pernanent osctllatiori-h~ T > cpr. Ad~ittedly, by the in-
herent rer.ettiEq abilit- of the roqulated System, m damped
zone cr.n still deveiop a littlo outside of CP= ~, ‘cut
this cannot ’30 renche~ by a deflection from qroator chanqes
of stato bocauso a zono of incroasinq oscillations lies ’00-
twcon. In any case, th~ro is nlwnys d~mpin% 00 ion% as
. .
a< ‘Tv + Ta)a . .——.——
Tv Ta . .
..
F-or tho requlctor with conjuqate runnin.q spood, tho
fo-rmula~ ‘romdt
.
..
I
—-—— —.— —-—. .
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Approximation i:
——- - .,“ J. )n.+ “Tv ga q)
i
b
~r
+ ——~_ + Tv + g \-”
.— a,~ +-$ + “C(p = o
u 1- ()
~r’ a
T. II
(46a)
(46b)
that the requlator process has n @.amp-
inq llnlt which for the values:*
.————G —. ——.— — ————-.-——____
With q) = qIo ain wt, equation (46) eiTes:
+ T7+Ta )+C=o
(Cent. on p. 62)
I
. .
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Approximation
——
+ r~-l
1:
(w -LIF Ta )c
w
c
w
.—
+
(Tv+ Ta)a
———.-——.
T a‘,3 (1- (%)2T
1
——
Tv Ill‘a
Tn)
Approximation 2:
Tv” Ta)
/( ).— —a3.1Vr (D2 (T7 +(w- w’
---.—- .— --- .—-— —. .
(Continued from footnote on p. 51)
.—— —-— ————--.——.——
In the nus~or:cal calculation, w is computed and written
in the Sormula for c. Qho ~aluos for approximation 2
follow from ayproxination 1 when puttin?: .
instead of c.
.
1-
1
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Evaluation of these formulas (table VI) dtscloses for
Great fieparture q) from.the theoretical ~tate, the same
.
““’-llmltinq conditions &S- the faultproof ‘requlator. On ap-
proaching the theoretical. state, however, durin% the de-
flect~on process, the displacement effect c of the req-
ulator can be chosen qreater than for the faultproof reSu-
lator: for the phase shift of the control link relative to
the factor of the state ~l.readp amounts to 11/2 on the
faultproof running-speed regulator. Now it becomes
even qreater, which means that its undampinq proportion
becomes le~~ a4ain.
~13!U2ElB&&&&Sti!2w~W.- For t>; settinq regu-
lator alone involved here, equation (47) qives:
Approximation 1:
Approximation 2:
+3++
/
+1
\“6/
(47a)
a=—fY:&~‘ =0 ’47”
There is n poasibilit~ of increaslnq osciilattons as a
result of the phaae shift of the control link due to the
fricticn. The related damping limit is:
Approximation 1:
w. .j”-
-—. .—.-—
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Ap>roxlmati”on 2:
Ad
——
JL8.1
!$ -.1
r
1,, (&y”=lw=.
.
In any caOe., tamping continues to exist eo long as
At :;reater values a gozg is f9rmed in which Increasing os-
cillations occur which prevent the deflection process
(for instance , after a fiisturbance; from runninq in the
deed. zone. The deflection process terminates in a perma-
nent oscillation with so nuch qreater deflection as t’he
chosen resettinq bffect a is groator (because with ia-
creasin% a - henco increased fraquoncy - tho natural
dampinq of the system diminishes).
Tho rogulator”with fqiction in tho control link.- If
—- ——---
the friction is on the control-l~nk sl~e, “a change in ad-
justment (a, b, c) of the re~lator ckan%es the propor-
tional effect of this frlctton as well, By decreasin%
requlator effect, the proportional anount of friction 3n-
creases materially, f-or bw small re%ulatinq effect small
control-link motions occur which the friction in the con-
trol link distorts much nore than the zreater motions by
qreater requlatinq effect.m Eence it is to be expected
that the results by frictton in the detector system are
modified to the extent that thoF are shift”ed toward ~reat-
er ~ by s~all regulator effects. The proportionate
amount of friction is inversely proportional to effects n
and c of the roqulntor, so that the earlier results are
applicable if vtalues
& and &’
respoct%vel~, are
used instead of p/q)r. Ho ro nr indicatee the amount by
which the contact switch must bo adjusted in order to in-
duco motion on the control link. Tho rosul.ts obtatnod
with thoso now VDIUOS are” sh~wn. in table VII. qhoro is,
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indood, a postponomont of the dampln% limits. toward %rOat-
er deflootions as tho roqulating effect diminishes: tho
-... ... . dectd zrona within-which tho roqulatinq procoss conoe to
.“
rest 3s now boundod by a parmbolm ~~~r = l/a. (BF small
offocts of a !Or o, a qrent dofloction nust alroae
exist tn order to oyorcono the friction in tho control
link. )
Translation by J. Vanior,
National AdYisory Conmittoo
for Aeronautics.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Automatic
I
Pressure ~ Temperature directions
control. 3control. control. 1Colltrnl. I
/? I /P I /P I ?, I
Tables I,VII
t t t tl
Departure from
theoretical state.
Control link
deflection.
Table VII.- Control with control-link friction.
Pressure
control.
~=const
control.
Ta=COnSt
1
— Vr)r
Increasing
omcillationea
Temperature
control.
~,T. =const
Utomatic di-
ect~;na~ns;ontro
,=
1
— wtr
Increasing
oscillations.
Cross hatched zone denotee zone between the two
-,
approximations.
..
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Automatic di-
rectional control
Table XI.- Fault-proof regulators.
Pressure
control.
Ta-CON
rpm
control.
Ta= const
Temperature
control.
~,~- con;t M, N-const
K
t
\
z small
<
I
—----a —a II —a
D
t
p
z large
c smal
1 . .—
c lor-
2 smo!l bc sma}l—.. .c lafye at
k
..
%
2
&
=-J
+.
a
.&
c!
&
weL-/t(z+a)s~ofr,’ ‘/”v ,/‘// ‘(z+a)la~t// //L_/
—--Q—c
D
.L /G+ ‘e/b‘+’—- CtLL-—.—-f~/Tv
— TQL
//
/1
I D
~c.—__— ______
d zone =~one where damping exi~ts.
—=Denotes aperiodic process.
-=Damped periodic process.
_~ =Undsmped periodic process.
~=Periodic processes with possible increase.
=-Increasing periodic processes.
——.. — .-._ .. ,- ,,
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Table III.- Mechanical nu.bet.itutesexplaining the control processes.
I Pressure cotrol
control 010Iheavy loadz
$ !!-i”!-1[ I II k-l”t- /+k-i/ Ill7///4/////////7
-.
Ii!ill)-- ‘ AF
/,,,i1[ K-1 h’ /Ill>///~//////// ,
‘T
—
I
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.
Pre6nure
.
control.
&=const
!7
t
1 LLz Lirgez small
~ 19
a
t
Table IV.k Sluggish control.
L
I
—19
—i?
Increasing
06cillation0.
!emperaturf
:ontrol
Shaded range: range of damping.
Automatic di-
rectional control
M,N=const
—+0
Increasing
oscillations.
~.. —-——_ _
11~”-—--
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Table V.- Regulator susceptible to vi%ration.
Pressure
control.
Ta=cond
— DR
— DR
rpm
control.
~. const
~ G+ large
I
— DR
I — ‘R
Increasing
or3cillation8m
emperaturt
ontrol.
Shaded range: range of damping.
mtomatic di.
‘ectio~l control
~,N= const
2
I
— OR
—DR
Increasing
oacillatione.
i
-—...—_._.. .. ______
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Table VI.- Regulator with frict=ionin detector syetem.
Prescure
-1 I
!l%mperature Automatic di-
control. control. control.
I
rectional contrt
G,o const T&a const. l&TVconst. M,N crest.
Shaded range: range of damping.
Cross hatched zone denotee zone between the two approximations.
—._.. .
—
I
..—.—
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l’iga. 1,2,3
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Setector
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‘l’:’‘------““” contact switch1 L- /kxiliary powerI # ‘:/ ~“ ,.”1I ;’ ,’.I t.- /. ,.’4I #iI -- II “~’--..AmplifierI I
_-ik#-J---‘----- ._. . ----- _ I-J ----II.1
-. -.!
,gegulator
A
Figure 1.-~iagrenmaticsgetch on a regulated aymtem
(b)
-—. - —.___ -: __*=:—: -= ~
—-. --—
—- -. . .— —.
Lta 8y:;chro-
nous with
a
i
OUQ@y
?igure .2
Apprmimtion
A~roxlmation ....TJeoreticalcurve
‘*.~ctual curve
3?igure 3..-Explanationof coniitione m regulator witn fri.ctl~
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